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ABSTRACT

Millions of women are raped each year and perpetrators are rarely convicted and punished by criminal justice systems. Because of the social acceptance of “rape myths”, i.e. false and preconceived notions of how a rape survivor ‘should’ behave before, during and after an attack, rape survivors are often denigrated and blamed, while rapists’ violent tendencies are tacitly justified, accepted and normalized.

Taking into specific account the importance of the entry into force of the Council of Europe Istanbul Convention, this thesis will focus on the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance, its corrosive effect on society’s ability to prosecute and convict rapists with the purpose to assess how the Convention has defined rape and to what extent it has contributed in creating a “European caring society” in which female rape survivors’ rights to access the justice system and to be equally treated and protected by the law have been recognized and effectively guaranteed. To evaluate the transformative potential of the Istanbul Convention, a comparative analysis exclusively focused on the Convention provisions concerning rape will be conducted taking into account the four national reports submitted by State Parties to GREVIO and the baseline country evaluations published by the monitoring body.
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INTRODUCTION

Millions of women are raped each year. According to Amnesty International, “approximately nine million women in the EU have been raped since the age of 15”\(^1\) and these shocking numbers are in line with by the ones released by UNICEF that show that worldwide “around 120 million girls and women under age 20 have been subjected to forced sexual intercourse or other forced sexual acts at some point in their lives”\(^2\). Even more alarming is the fact that millions of women are raped each year and the perpetrators are rarely convicted and properly punished by criminal justice systems\(^3\). In fact, as it has been confirmed by the study conducted in 2009 by Lovett and Kelly, the percentage of rape case attrition in Austria, Belgium, England, Wales and Sweden was around 14 percent with the vast majority of reported rapes not ending in a conviction\(^4\). Criminal justice systems have often proved being structurally gender “insensitive” and inadequate to prosecute and condemn rape offenders and the alarming reality of rape case attrition is also confirmed by the fact that victims have the tendency to dismiss the lawsuits at different stages throughout the legal process\(^5\). Many studies have already highlighted the important role of police officers as “gateways to justice” and particular attention has been devoted to the law enforcement officers’ interaction with rape survivors and its impact on prosecutorial decision making\(^6\). Unfortunately, it is necessary to emphasise that women who have experienced sexual assault struggle and avoid reporting the crime in the first place: the fear of not being believed or being blamed for what has happened certainly is a key factor precluding rape report and this is


\(^4\) Ibid.


all the more alarming considering that a lot of women do not report simply because they do not perceive what they suffered as rape.\footnote{Grubb & Turner, (n.5)444.}

Why is rape so frequently unreported? Which are the factors determining such a low conviction rate when it comes to rape crimes? It is not possible to give proper answers to these questions without clarifying rape has to be considered as a socially constructed crime and the social pervasiveness of false myths about rape - such as the stereotypes of “real rape” and “genuine victims” - is negatively affecting the manner in which victims are perceived and therefore treated.\footnote{Dan M. Kahan, “Culture, Cognition, and Consent: Who Perceives What, and Why, in Acquaintance-Rape Cases”, p. 732, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, 158, 2010.}

“She asked for it”, “She wanted it”, “She liked it”, “She’s lying”, “It was not really rape”, “He did not mean to”: as a result of rape myths acceptance, rape survivors are often denigrated and blamed while rapists’ violent tendencies are tacitly justified and accepted.\footnote{Grubb & Turner, (n.5).}

In the light of the existence of such a rape-supportive society that denies, justifies and normalize the phenomenon of male sexual assault on women, it is of vital importance to analyze and understand the implications of rape myths acceptance in criminal justice\footnote{Megan A. Alderden, “Processing of Sexual Assault Cases Through the Criminal Justice System”, p. 12, (Ph.D, University of Illinois, 2008).}

Focusing on the European context, the issue of rape myths acceptance and women’s access to justice had already been highlighted in 2009 by the Committee on Equal Opportunities for Women and Men of the Council of Europe. In fact, Ms Marlene Rupprecht specifically called for the creation and institution of the “Ad hoc Committee on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (CAHVIO) to include in the future Council of Europe convention the severest and most widespread forms of violence against women, including rape and sexual assault”\footnote{Council of Europe, “Rape Of Women, Including Marital Rape” (Committee on Equal Opportunities for Women and Men 2009) <http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4b2f4ddd14.pdf> accessed 13 March 2018.}.

Since its entry into force in 2014, the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (Istanbul Convention)
constitutes a legal binding instrument establishing, *inter alia*, high standards to protect rape victims and punish perpetrators for all the State Parties of the Convention. With the specific purpose of monitoring the implementation of the Istanbul Convention by the States Parties, the Council of Europe Group of Experts on Action against Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (GREVIO) has so far published four country-monitoring reports evaluating all sorts of measures adopted by the Parties to comply with the obligations arising from the Convention.

The main questions this research aims at answering are how rape has been defined by the Istanbul Convention and to what extent the Convention has contributed in creating a “European caring society” in which female rape survivors’ rights to access the justice system and to be equally treated and protected by the law have been recognized and effectively guaranteed. Specific attention will be devoted to the examination of the four national reports submitted to GREVIO and the general evaluation and recommendations published by the independent body with the aim to give a more comprehensive picture of how the issue of guaranteeing access to justice to female victims of rape and sexual assault has been addressed at the regional level.

The structure of this work is divided into two main parts. In the first section, I will lay down the theoretical background of my research providing a literature review about the origin and the development of the concepts of rape myths and their social acceptance. Stereotypes of “real rape” and “genuine victims” will be examined and particular attention will be dedicated to the manner in which gender roles stereotypes contribute to the social pervasiveness of these rape myth beliefs. In addition, the process of attribution of blame in cases of rape and specifically the phenomena of victim blaming and self-blame will be analyzed as one of the main symptoms and consequences of rape myths acceptance. Lastly, Chapter four is meant to provide the theoretical framework of my research that is essentially based on the different feminist approach of the “Ethics of Care” proposed by Virginia Held.

The second part is essentially focused on the examination of the four national reports submitted to GREVIO and the analysis of the country-monitoring reports drafted by the independent body with the aim of understanding how the Istanbul Convention has already or could possibly influence the reality of rape at the domestic level. The first
Chapter will provide an analysis of the innovative legal dispositions contained in the Istanbul Convention with particular emphasis reserved to the legal provisions concerning rape and victims of sexual violence such as, for example, Article 36 that provides a consent-based definition of rape and enshrines the lack of consent as the constituent element of this crime. Chapter Two will be subdivided into five subchapters each of which will be dedicated to the comparative analysis of the country reports submitted by state parties and the GREVIO Baseline Evaluation Reports. Finally, the conclusive section will include an outcome summary that will provide a clear picture of the current situation of rape survivors’ access to justice in the European context: best practices and measures which have proved effective will be highlighted and suggestions will be made on what could still be done to positively challenge the social and legal climate influencing the perception and the consequential treatment of rape survivors.

Given the complexity and in order to get a deeper understanding of the issue addressed, this research draws on a combination of different strands of theories. In Part One that mainly focuses on the issue of social rape myths acceptance, existing theories, concepts and their social implications will be substantially explained in a combination of feminists theories, social psychological, sociological and criminological perspectives. In Part Two, I will recour to a comparative legal analysis to show how rape definition and reality has evolved in the domestic context of four CoE Member States after the adoption of the Istanbul Convention. To this particular end, domestic legislation and national reports submitted by State Parties to GREVIO will be taken into particular account. It is important to note that, for the purpose of this research, the comparative analysis will be specifically focused on the Convention provisions preventing and combating rape and therefore, the degree of implementation of the Convention will be assessed by comparing the four different domestic realities in terms of legal definition of rape, data collection, prevention of rape incidents, protection and support for rape survivors and access to justice.

The limitations of the present study should also be mentioned. Because of the sensitive nature of the issue and the fact that the crime of rape is extremely under-reported, it remains difficult presenting updated data on the actual number of female victims/survivors of rape. Even more difficult would be collecting comprehensive and relevant statistics confirming the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance and,
precisely for these reasons, I rely on main sources of information and data such as UN
Women, UNICEF and WHO. Moreover, it is important to highlight that undoubtedly
rape is a particular pernicious form of harm that predominantly affects women but,
nevertheless, it also impacts men as rape victims/survivors. Although it would have
been extremely interesting to expand the research of Part One discussing as well the
issue of rape myths acceptance and gender roles stereotypes in relation to male victims
of rape, the objectives of the study and its focus on the influence of the Convention on
preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (emphasis
added) request exclusive attention on the female component of the victims group.

The lack of social support, all those false ideas about rape discouraging the
reporting process and negatively affecting the outcome of lawsuits, have to be seriously
taken into consideration when approaching rape cases. It is vital to increase rape
awareness to contrast low reporting and conviction rates that foster and perpetuate the
pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance: it must be clear it is no longer acceptable to
tacitly support a cultural and social environment that justifies rape and renders legal
procedures, both investigative and judicial ones, not conducive to combating/eradicating
the phenomenon, and male sexual aggression against women, in general. Considering
the urgent need to address the issues concerning rape which has been also confirmed by
the recent developments with the La Manada case in Spain and, being the very first
piece of work focusing on GREVIO’s evaluation of state compliance with the Istanbul
Convention specifically concerning rape, this research can contribute to the existing
scholarly debate on this specific matter by providing an analysis of the current
“European reality of rape” highlighting both the social pervasiveness of rape myths
acceptance, and the transformative potential of the Istanbul Convention.
PART I
RAPE MYTHS ACCEPTANCE AND THE ISSUE OF GUARANTEEING
ACCESS TO JUSTICE TO FEMALE VICTIMS OF RAPE
CHAPTER 1
RAPE MYTHS ACCEPTANCE: A THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

1.1 Defining rape: a socially constructed understanding of a widely underreported crime

According to the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA), based on the findings of the World Health Organization (WHO) “around one third of women worldwide have experienced physical and/or sexual violence by an intimate partner or sexual violence by a non-partner at some point in their lives”\(^\text{12}\). Considering these numbers, it is hardly surprising that sexual violence against women, being both cause and consequence of gender inequality, has been recognized as one of the most pervasive violation of human rights\(^\text{13}\).

Although sexual violence against women constitutes a social problem that significantly affects a large number of women worldwide, it remains extremely difficult to gather updated data and statistics taking into account that, first of all, there is no universally accepted definition of sexual violence\(^\text{14}\). Sexual violence has been broadly defined by the WHO as “any sexual act, attempt to obtain a sexual act, unwanted sexual comments or advances, or acts to traffic, or otherwise directed, against a person’s sexuality using coercion, by any person regardless of their relationship to the victim, in any setting, including but not limited to home and work”\(^\text{15}\). Many efforts have been made both at the international and regional level in order to adopt a definition able to include all different forms of sexual violence (sexual harassment, sexual abuse, rape, female genital mutilation and other traditional harmful practices, trafficking in women,


\(^{15}\) UNDESA, “The World’s Women 2015”, (n.12)144.
forced prostitution, sexual slavery and forced pregnancy) without overlapping with other definitions of other types of gender-based violence. To date, the most pioneering and comprehensive definition of sexual violence is provided by Article 36 of the Istanbul Convention which requires the criminalization of intentional conducts such as “engaging in non-consensual vaginal, anal or oral penetration of a sexual nature of the body of another person with any bodily part or object; engaging in other non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a person; causing another person to engage in non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a third person.”

Beside the lack of a universally accepted definition of sexual violence, it is crucial to understand as well that difficulties in collecting updated data and statistics are also due to the fact that states collect data and report on sexual violence in very different and diverse ways and that, unfortunately, the lack of detailed information also concerns the form of sexual violence par excellence: rape.

According to the WHO “globally, 35.6% of women have experienced either non-partner sexual violence or physical or sexual violence by an intimate partner, or both” and the information on sexual violence provided by UNICEF shows that “around 120 million girls and women under age 20 have been subjected to forced sexual intercourse or other forced sexual acts at some point in their lives.” Beside the gravity of these numbers, what is even more alarming is the fact that millions of women and girls are raped each year but the perpetrators are rarely convicted and punished by criminal justice systems. As it has been demonstrated by many studies, if the number of rapes reported to law enforcement officers is generally low, the percentage of trials that will result in convictions is even lower. As a matter of fact, a 2009 study taking into consideration Austria, Belgium, England, Wales and Sweden confirmed that the

---

16 EIGE, (n.14).
18 EIGE, (n.14).
22 Bohner, Eyssel, Pina, Siebler & Viki, (n.13).
percentage of rape case attrition was on average around 14 percent with the vast majority of reported rapes not ending in a conviction\textsuperscript{23}. Because of the high level of rape case attrition, justice remains out of reach for a large percentage of rape survivors all over the world that, \textit{de facto}, are not able to navigate through the so-called “justice chain”, namely, “the series of steps that must be taken to access justice through the formal state system in order to seek redress”\textsuperscript{24}. Even before entering the criminal justice system, female victims of sexual violence have the tendency to avoid seeking help and, even when they do so, the vast majority do not rely on the police mainly due to the fear they will not be believed or that they will be blamed by law enforcement officers\textsuperscript{25}. Low reporting rates and high levels of rape case attrition in the justice chain are essentially fostered by negative attitudes towards rape survivors widely held by the general population, including police officers and prosecutors, attitudes that result from the social endorsement of “rape myths”, i.e. false and preconceived notions of how a rape survivor ‘should’ behave before, during and after an attack\textsuperscript{26}.

As a matter of fact, even if it is accepted that all people should be treated equally before the law, it would be misleading to think that the law exists in a vacuum and that the decisions of reporting and prosecuting are not in any way influenced by the way in which rape is defined by our society and the individuals that are part of it\textsuperscript{27}: as it has been highlighted by UN Women in its publication \textit{Progress Of The World’s Women 2011-2012: In Pursuit Of Justice}, “police, court staff and other justice sector personnel typically reflect the discriminatory attitudes of wider society. In some cases, they may not be aware of the law and their obligation to serve women. All too often, women seeking justice face hostility or contempt from the very people who are supposed to uphold their rights”\textsuperscript{28}.

Precisely to increase the level of rape reporting and guaranteeing access to justice to female victims of rape and based on the evidence that the legal definitions of rape, albeit diverse according to different national criminal laws, do not match with the social

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[24] Ibid. 49
\item[25] Grubb & Turner, (n.21)444.
\item[26] Megan A. Alderden, “Processing of Sexual Assault Cases Through the Criminal Justice System”, p. 16, (Ph.D, University of Illinois, 2008).
\item[27] Ibid.
\item[28] UN Women, “In Pursuit Of Justice”, (n.23)54.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
definition of rape\textsuperscript{29}, it is extremely important to understand how and to what extent rape myths have influenced the manner in which rape has been socially defined and constructed\textsuperscript{30}. To this end, the concept of rape myths and the effects of the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance will be properly discussed in the following paragraph.

1. 2. Rape Myths: conceptual framework

As it has been already mentioned above, rape myths have been meticulously studied as factors influencing the social definition of rape. Nevertheless, before going through the rape myths literature review presented below, it is of vital importance highlighting the fact that, although the concept of rape myths has been much criticized due its theoretical limitations, many studies have concluded that its deployment results extremely useful to better understand the phenomenon of rape and its consequences, especially when they concern rape survivors\textsuperscript{31}.

At the beginning of the 1970s, sociologists and feminists have referred to the concept of rape mythology and rape myths to describe a particular combination of attitudes and beliefs that, by shifting the blame from the perpetrators to the victims, negatively influence the reality of rape perceived by society\textsuperscript{32}. Although Schwendinger and Brownmiller have been the first to highlight the specific function of rape myths of minimizing, rationalizing, justifying rape and, subsequently, supporting and perpetuating male sexual aggression against women\textsuperscript{33}, the social psychologist Martha Burt has been the first to propose a proper definition of rape myths in her

\textsuperscript{29} Zoë D. Peterson, & Charlene L. Muehlenhard, “Was it rape? The function of women’s rape myth acceptance and definitions of sex in labelling their own experiences”, p. 130, Sex Roles, 51, 2004.
\textsuperscript{30} Alderden, (n.26)12.
groundbreaking paper published in 1980 where she defined rape myths as “prejudicial, stereotyped, or false beliefs about rape, rape victims and rapists”

Despite being the first definition of rape myths, Lonsway and Fitzgerald criticized Burt’s academic findings in their review published in 1994: according to the two, since the definition proposed by Burt presented rape myths simply as untruths, it would have been necessary introducing a more articulated definition of rape myths capable to explain the important cultural function of rape myths in our society.

Resorting to a social constructivist approach, Lonsway and Fitzgerald argued that myths are essentially used to explain events and to reproduce and transmit cultural stereotypes within our society. Therefore, it might be argued that rape myths are the particular lens through which individuals interpret and explain rape cases, or, as they have been defined by Lonsway and Fitzgerald, they are “attitudes and beliefs that are generally false, but are widely and persistently held, and that serve to deny and justify male sexual aggression against women.” Finally, based on the consideration that it remains extremely difficult to establish whether a myths is “false” or “widely held”, the most recent definition of rape myths has been proposed in 1998 by Bohner that described rape myths as “descriptive or prescriptive beliefs about rape (i.e. about its causes, context, consequences, perpetrators, victims and their interaction) that serve to deny, downplay or justify sexual violence that men commit against women.”

Focusing instead on what is actually prescribed by these myths, it is important to consider that, although different societies and cultures are characterized by the pervasiveness of different types of rape myths, researchers have essentially identified

---

35 Laura L. King & Jennifer J. Roberts, “Traditional Gender Role and Rape Myth Acceptance: From the Countryside to the Big City”, p. 3, Women & Criminal Justice, 21, 2011.
36 Alderden, (n.26)11-12. As Alderden describes, “Social constructionist approaches attempt to uncover how knowledge is created and reproduced in society through language and other cultural artifacts (e.g., myths, laws) and whether the experiences and perspectives of one group are privileged over another (e.g., the privileging of the male experience over the female experience). Instead of examining the observable “truths” of the world, a social constructionist approach examines how these truths were created and by whom, how these truths are unconsciously reproduced, and implications of these constructions”.
38 Bohner, Eyssel, Pina, Siebler & Viki, (n.13)19.
four main typologies. First of all, taking into consideration the fact that there is still a tendency to consider rape as an uncommon and exceptional crime, women are usually perceived as exaggerating and lying about being raped. Secondly, based on the assumption that women unconsciously desire being raped or relying on the belief that their appearances or behaviors can significantly contribute to their rapes, female victims of rape are also generally blamed and deemed responsible for what happened to them. Moreover, this culture of victim blaming is additionally reinforced by the abstruse idea that “only certain types of women (i.e. promiscuous women) are actually raped.” Finally, it is important to highlight the fact that many researches have confirmed that rapists are usually exonerated because rape is essentially seen as a sexually motivated crime: passion and uncontrollable sexual urges are still generally considered as main motivating factors for rape. On this note, it is also necessary to emphasize that, due to the fact that “real rape” scenarios normally require having a completely stranger who all of a sudden assaults the victim in a dark corner of an empty road, the psychological consequences affecting rape survivors will be more likely considered as less serious in case the perpetrator is an acquaintance, a spouse or a family member.

Taking into consideration what has been explained above, it is clear that the social pervasiveness of false myths about rape is negatively affecting the manner in which victims are perceived and therefore treated: as a result of rape myths acceptance, rape survivors are usually not considered as “genuine victims of rape”, they are often denigrated and blamed while rapists’ violent tendencies are tacitly justified and accepted. In the light of the existence of such a rape-supportive society that denies and justifies the phenomenon of male sexual assault on women, it is of vital importance to analyze the implications of rape myths acceptance by starting to understand the reasons behind the endorsement of rape myths.

39 Bohner, Eyssel, Pina, Siebler & Viki, (n.13)19.
40 Grubb & Turner, (n.21)445.
41 Ibid.
42 Iconcis, (n.32).
43 Ibid. 48
44 Ibid.
45 Grubb & Turner, (n.21)444.
46 Ibid. 445
CHAPTER 2
WHY DO PEOPLE ENDORSE RAPE MYTHS?

A deeper understanding of the mechanism behind rape myths endorsement and the legal and social implications of rape myths acceptance, requires a careful analysis of the functions of rape myths in the first place. Different psychological functions have already been largely discussed by Brownmiller, Burt, Lonsway and Fitzgerald and Bohner\(^{47}\), but for the purpose of my analysis, they will be properly presented while focusing first of all on the relation between rape myths acceptance and system justification, and then during the analysis of the phenomenon of victim blaming and secondary victimization.

2.1 Rape Myths acceptance and System Justification

Many researches suggest that individuals tend to endorse rape myths in order to rationalize and justify rape crimes\(^{48}\). Despite the fact that, as it has been argued by Suarez and Gadalla, it would not be possible to explain the endorsement of rape myths and the pervasive acceptance and rationalization of sexual violence without resorting to an analytical framework combining both radical feminists theories and Galtung’s theory of structural and cultural violence\(^{49}\), a more comprehensive theoretical background that also includes the system justification theory will be used to frame and analyse the issue.

According to radical feminist theories, male dominance and patriarchy have to be considered as main causes of gender inequality and social acceptance of violence against women\(^{50}\). In particular, many researches have demonstrated a high correlation


\(^{50}\) Ibid. 2013
between the acceptance of traditional gender roles and the acceptance of rape myths. In our patriarchal society men and women are differently shaped since the day they are born to comply with what they ought to be and conform to traditional gender roles stereotypes: based on sex role stereotypes, women are supposed to be submissive, obedient, reserved and docile while dominant, powerful, aggressive are the adjectives generally reserved to men. It is also of fundamental importance realizing that the process of gender role socialization influences as well individual behaviors such as sexual behaviour: while women are usually socialized to be more passive, men are generally considered as dominant and therefore they are normally assigned the task to initiate sexual interactions. As a consequence, just like it has been highlighted by Martha Burt in her sex role socialization analysis of rape, men are forgiven for what it’s erroneously perceived as audacious behaviour and, therefore, violent behaviours are socially accepted and normalized. Moreover, as we will see in greater detail in the following section, acceptance of traditional gender roles is also linked to the phenomenon of secondary victimization and victim blaming: whenever men's expectations of the stereotypical role of women are not satisfied, rape can be used or indirectly processed and accepted as a punishment for women’s deviation from the stereotyped roles that a male dominated society has assigned to them in the first place.

In short, radical feminists claim that our patriarchal society, sex role stereotyping and the consequent rationalization of sexual violence against women reinforce and perpetuate a situation of gender inequality in which women are living as hierarchically subordinated to men.

The issue of gender inequality, the concept of power and system of oppression have been also addressed by Galtung in his theory of structural violence. According to

52 Laura L. King & Jennifer J. Roberts, “Traditional Gender Role and Rape Myth Acceptance: From the Countryside to the Big City”, p. 12, Women & Criminal Justice, 21, 2011.
53 Grubb & Turner, (n.51) 446.
the norwegian sociologist, the structures and institutions characterizing our society are able to place certain groups of individuals in an harmful position by preventing them from meeting their fundamental needs. Because of the sad reality of gender inequality, it is self-evident that women certainly form part of those groups living in harmful conditions. It is also worth to note that, while recognizing the high interdependence existing between structural violence and interpersonal violence, male violence against women has been clearly described by Galtung as one of the manifestation of structural violence. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that, for the purpose of this analysis, his greatest contribution certainly concerns the concept of "cultural violence" which specifically refers to all those cultural aspects, including myths, employed by individuals and groups to justify, rationalize and accept structural and interpersonal violence.

Moreover, from the point of view of social psychology, many theories of group hierarchy and dominance could also be applied to study the phenomena of endorsement of rape myths and social normalization of violence. Based on these theories, although dominant-groups members usually resort to the threat or actual use of violence in order to control subordinate-groups members and perpetuate their condition of dominance, in reality the protection of the status quo is de facto ensured by the creation and deployment of ideologies and stereotypes that, legitimizing dominant group’s superiority and justifying subordinate group’s inferiority, reinforce a condition of structural violence. In particular, according to the system justification theory, stereotypes are strategically used to legitimize and justify inequalities and, by applying this theory to the specific context of rape and rape myths acceptance, it could be argued that rape myths are strategically used by people in order to legitimize male violence against women and justify rape while excusing the perpetrators.
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To explain the relation between rape myths acceptance and system justification it is capital to analyze what social psychologists call “complementary stereotypes”. Advantaged and disadvantaged social groups are described as having both specific positive and negative traits characterizing them: women are generally stereotyped as “warm, sociable, interdependent and relationship oriented” while men are considered as “competent, assertive, independent and achievement oriented”. These stereotypes are *de facto* accepted and continuously reproduced in our society mainly due to their complementarity according to which the negative attributes possessed by a specific group are complemented and balanced by the positive traits characterizing the other group. As a result, the social status and roles constructed by these complementary stereotypes are not only thought being naturally inevitable but, more importantly, they are considered being fair and not hierarchically structured. Complementary stereotypes are therefore well accepted by men, but also by women which, for example, also endorse sexist stereotypes about their group and passively support myths and ideas that reinforce and preserve their subordinate status.

To summarize, taking into consideration all the theories reported above, it can be argued that, because the violence committed by the male dominant group against the female subordinate-group is constantly tarnished by rape stereotypes, rape myths can definitely be seen as legitimizing and perpetuating a system of male dominance and inequality, in which rape and male violence against women is accepted, normalized and perpetrators are excused.
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2.2 Victim Blaming and Secondary Victimization

As it has already been explained above, people recour to rape myths to justify, legitimize and therefore normalize the reality of rape crimes. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that this process of justification requires a previous stage of explanation. In fact, social psychologists have confirmed that rape myths acceptance functions as a cognitive schema to interpret informations in rape cases: rape survivors and the perpetrators are systematically judged through the use of this cognitive schema made of stereotypes.⁶⁸

Many are the researches confirming that, unfortunately, these preexisting stereotypes about rape are able to influence social but, most importantly, individuals’ perception even in the field of law enforcement and criminal prosecution, and precisely because of their legal implications, it is necessary to properly analyze these schematic influences⁶⁹. To this end, it must be clarified that, first of all, rape has to be considered as a social constructed crime and, because of its nature, it is necessary to examine how rape is perceived taking into consideration attitudes and group values characterizing different social groups and situational factors⁷⁰. In fact, many social cognition studies have demonstrated that, despite the truth that individuals belonging to different social groups can interpret the same case in a very different way due to the different beliefs and cultural values distinguishing their respective groups, social perceivers tend to avoid using any kind of pre-existing beliefs or knowledge if not considered to be applicable to the situation under scrutiny⁷¹. Consequently, the cognitive function of rape myths and the perception of rape would be better assessed focusing on the concept of rape scripts. Rape scripts are “organized cognitive schema” that describe what usually happens during a rape⁷² focusing, as it has been argued by Crome, McCabe and
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Ryan, on “the nature of rape (e.g., the location, weaponry, sex of perpetrators), the roles of the sexes in rape, boundaries of vulnerability to rape, and the disposition of the victims”.

Despite the fact that rape scripts take into consideration situational factors and that they could therefore be extremely useful to interpret rape cases, it is important to highlight that the real issue concerning them is represented not by their mere existence but instead by the influence rape myths exert on them: since rape myths can influence rape scripts and, taken into consideration the fact that rape scripts can become instructional guidelines determining behaviours and attitudes towards rape, then rape myths can negatively influence rape and its social perception. To provide an example, many researches have proved the “real rape stereotype” has misleadingly and erroneously influenced the “real rape script” which is actually employed by many individuals. As explained by Ryan, “the real rape script involves a sudden and physically violent attack on an unsuspecting woman, usually by a stranger. The woman is alone at the time of the attack. She may physically resist the rape or she may be too afraid to resist. There is no doubt that the victim was raped, her only mistake was being in the wrong place at the wrong time. She is devastated after the rape.” As a result, if a rape scenario cannot match with this description, it really cannot be considered as rape. Moreover, based on the assumption that only if the rape is labelled as real then the victim can be considered as “genuine”, all the “not genuine” female victims of rape will be thought as being in some way responsible for what happened to them. Unfortunately, beside being victims of such a pernicious form of sexual violence, rape survivors are often denigrated and blamed for their own assault. Being intoxicated by alcohol, dressing in a provocative manner, teasing and flirting with men, failing to effectively communicate a refusal are all factors that are generally taken into consideration whenever individuals have to examine, explain a rape case, especially when they have to attribute the blame either to the alleged victims, either to the perpetrators. As a
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matter of facts, several studies have confirmed that rape myths can greatly influence the process of attribution of responsibility\(^79\) and, in order to explain the phenomena of secondary victimization and, more specifically, the phenomenon of victim-blaming, three main theories will be explained: after having properly presented the defensive attribution theory and the just world theory, the phenomenon of victim blaming will be analyzed taking into consideration the importance of gender role stereotypes and the theory of ambivalent sexism.

According to the defensive attribution theory, individuals tend to attribute the blame based on their perceived similarity with either the victim or the perpetrator\(^80\). When applying this particular theory to rape cases, the victims and the suspects characteristics are therefore evaluated in relation to what the individual that is attributing responsibility thinks and knows about himself/herself \(^81\). Perceptions, personalities and experiences characterizing the observers will greatly influence the process of allocating responsibility especially at the criminal justice level\(^82\). Although many researches have confirmed that women are generally more likely to feel similar and to identify with female victims of rape, gender cannot be considered as the only factor governing the process of identification with the victim\(^83\). In fact, it is worth to note that the so called “blame avoidance” factor, namely the chances a woman will also be blamed if something similar would happen to her in the feature, could also negatively influence the whole identification process and attributional decisions made by women\(^84\). Moreover, many studies have demonstrated that women could also not identifying and distance themselves from rape victims as a self-defensive mechanism aimed at reinforcing the illusory idea that rape will never truly harm them\(^85\).


\(^80\) Amy Grubb & Julie Harrower, “Understanding attribution of blame in cases of rape: An analysis of participant gender, type of rape and perceived similarity to the victim”, p. 69, Journal of Sexual Aggression, 15, 2009.


\(^82\) Megan A. Alderden, “Processing of Sexual Assault Cases Through the Criminal Justice System”, p. 12, (Ph.D, University of Illinois, 2008).

\(^83\) Grubb & Harrower, (n.80)66. As argued by the authors, “Studies have shown that similarity between participant and defendant or victim on the basis of gender, race, social status and experience affect identification and, in turn, attributional decisions”.
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The principle of “harm avoidance” has been also largely discussed within the context of the just world theory. As it has been argued by Berry, Hammond and Rodriguez “in rape cases, people who endorse similar just-world beliefs may be threatened by the prospect that an innocent woman was victimized by forces beyond her control. As a result, they may attempt to protect themselves from this discomfort by viewing the rape victim as responsible for her own attack, effectively reducing the responsibility placed on the perpetrator.” Based on the idea that the world is a just place where people get what they deserve and precisely in order to perpetuate this ordered and fair image of the world, the just world theory depicts rape victims as contributing to and deserving their misfortunes. In fact, according to the Just World Belief, a theoretical construct elaborated by Lerner in 1965, all the negative events affecting someone’s life are the consequences of his/her own bad choices because “bad things do not happen to responsible and prudent people.” The false idea that people get what they deserve systematically reinforces the assumption that rape is a predictable and avoidable crime: good, responsible and cautious women that take precautions are actually able to control their lives and avoiding being raped. Essentially, rape myths can be used to blame rape survivors while reaffirming and consolidating the perception of a just world and it is worth to mention that many studies managed to demonstrate the high correlation between rape myths acceptance and high level of belief in a just world: rape myths are employed by individuals in our society to generate evidences in order to maintain control over a potentially chaotic environment and restore the just world belief whenever an “apparently” innocent woman becomes victim of rape.

Finally, given the fact that negatives stereotypical attitudes concerning women’s sexual behaviours, their social and gender roles have been usually associated with a higher level of rape myth acceptance, the phenomenon of victim blaming will be now analyzed focusing on the manner in which sexism influences the process of blame attribution and rape myth acceptance.
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According to the theory of ambivalent sexism proposed by Glick and Fiske, sexism cannot be merely described as “the manifestation of a unitary antipathy” toward women, because, on the very contrary, it has an ambivalent connotation that renders it a “strange mixture of hostility and benevolence.” Considered the most traditional form of sexism, hostile sexism can be defined as the particular manifestation of antipathy toward women based on the ideas of female weakness and inferiority. In fact, sexist prejudices have been usually considered as a clear expression of this particular form of sexism. Moreover, it is important to note that, considering the accusations of a rape victim as a threat to the maintenance of their male-dominated status quo and with the purpose to protect a group member suspected of being a rapist, hostile sexists tend to minimize the seriousness of rape by claiming that the alleged victim is either lying or exaggerating the whole incident, arguing that she was trying to seduce the suspect in order to gain benefits or even to dominate and to destroy his entire life. Leaving aside the negative attitudes toward women produced by hostile sexism, Glick and Fiske defined benevolent sexism as “a set of interrelated attitudes toward women that are sexist in terms of viewing women stereotypically and in restricted roles but that are subjectively positive in feeling tone and also tend to elicit behaviors typically categorized as prosocial or intimacy seeking.” In other words, benevolent sexists demonstrate being generally affectionate towards women, but only to the ones conforming to the restricted, stereotyped description that depicts them as “pure, chaste, guardians of sexuality.” Although women are “positively” seen as pure and innocent creatures that have to be supported and defended by men, from a benevolent sexists point of view, the male protection they are granted could be withdrawn as soon as they are perceived as not complying with the moral, pure and chaste role that distinguishes
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Many studies have shown that, even if more liberal views about sexual attitudes have challenged the traditional conservative idea of appropriate sexual behaviour based on pureness and chastity, benevolent sexists have the tendency to analyze rape cases based on this conservative view of appropriate sexual behaviors and, as a result, they will generally attribute the blame to the perpetrators only if the rape scenario presents a total stranger assaulting a pure and respectable woman that did not do anything to contribute to her misfortune, that promptly reported the incident to the police and that clearly shows signs of psychological trauma. While addressing the concept of ambivalent sexism it is also worth to mention that, despite the different form of sexism presented above, both hostile and benevolent sexists tend to essentially divide the female group in “good girls” and “bad women” based on their compliance and adherence to stereotypical gender roles and sexual attitudes: whenever the victim is perceived as having deviate or violate the rules of conduct, she will be not be considered as a genuine, innocent victim but, instead, she will be seen as a bad girl and blamed for the incident while the perpetrator will be excused.

As it has already been explained, rape myths are generally used as a cognitive schema to interpret and evaluate rape cases and, more specifically, they are employed by observers while attributing the blame to either the alleged victim or perpetrator. As a result, women experience the phenomenon of “secondary victimization”: beside having suffered the sexual aggression, they are also negatively perceived and treated by others after their rape. On this note it is of vital importance to point out that rape myths are also endorsed by women. In fact, there are women who endorse rape myths and blame rape survivors in order to psychologically protect their self-esteem, to reduce their personal feeling of vulnerability reinforcing the idea that, because they actually are and behave differently from the alleged victims, they will not become potential victims of rape. Additionally, because of the influence of rape myths acceptance, many are the
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women that either feel guilty and blame themselves for the crime they suffered, either they fail labelling the violence they experienced as rape in the first place 105.

To conclude the social endorsement of rape myths reinforce a rape-supportive culture in which violence is normalized, justified and the seriousness of rape and its long lasting effects on rape survivors are generally minimized106. Rape myths are used to rationalise aggressive sexual tendencies, normalizing male violence against women while excusing the perpetrators107 and, based on the evidence that the perceived rape myths acceptance of other peers can significantly influence the rationalization of aggressive tendencies and increase rape proclivity, it might be reasonable considering rape myths acceptance acting as a social norm, as a rule accepted by a great number of men, as specific standards guiding and defining men’s aggressive sexual behaviours108.

Excusing rapists and normalizing male sexual violence against women has also the pervasive effect of depicting sexual aggression as an inherent risk of relationship between men and women109. The fact of considering sexual coercion and rape in this particular manner automatically reinforce the idea that first of all, nothing can be done to change the reality of male sexual violence against women and, secondly that women should be cautious and take precautions in order to avoid the risk of being raped: once again, normalizing male sexual aggression excuses perpetrators that are considered as somehow “acting normally” and blames rape survivors for either deserving or being partially responsible for not having properly prevented the assault110.
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Precisely because rape is considered as one of the most under-reported crimes, many are the researchers have devoted their attention to law enforcement officers’ interaction with rape survivors and its impact on prosecutorial decision making\textsuperscript{111}. As a matter of fact, most women victims of rape choose not reporting the incident in the first place and the majority of those who actually denounce, they often end up experiencing the phenomenon of “secondary victimization”: because of the pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance, victims avoid reporting because of the fear of being perceived in a very negative manner or being treated in a disrespectful way, the fear of not being believed or being considered at least in some part responsible for the incident\textsuperscript{112}. Moreover, alleged perpetrators are rarely arrested or convicted and, taking also into account that victims have the tendency to dismiss the lawsuits at different stages throughout the legal process, rape cases attrition and low conviction rates seem to confirm the inadequacy of criminal justice systems in providing justice to rape survivors\textsuperscript{113}. Based on the assumption that law does not exist and operate in a vacuum and, noting that the decisions of reporting and prosecuting are \textit{de facto} influenced by the way in which rape is defined and perceived by all the members of our society, including police officers and prosecutors,\textsuperscript{114} the following sections will be dedicated to analyze which are the main factors influencing law enforcement officers and criminal justice professionals’ response to rape.
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3.1 Rape reporting and police officers’ perception of rape survivors

In order to prosecute perpetrators and guaranteeing justice to female victims of rape, the role played by law enforcement officers is of crucial importance. Although it might sound obvious, it is important to recall that, in order to have a trial to bring a rapist to justice, a rape victim has first to report the incident she suffered to the police. Subsequently, law enforcement officers are usually the “first call for assistance a victim makes after a rape”\(^{115}\). Moreover, beside being the first responders to rape crimes, police officers have been considered “gateways to justice” because they possess the extraordinary power to decide which cases will or won’t actually proceed to prosecution\(^{116}\). It is important to note that, even if factors such as the seriousness of the crime, the degree of injury to the victim and the blameworthiness and dangerousness of the offender are clearly taken into account during the investigation process, police officers consider as well whether or not the alleged rapist could be possibly convicted and subsequently, it is quite easy to see how police officers tend to accept “only strong winnable cases”\(^{117}\) and how their decisions can influence, if not determine, a case outcome\(^{118}\). Moreover, we must consider that, unfortunately, the decisions to pass or not to pass rape cases to the prosecutor are generally affected by police officers’ personal negative attitudes toward rape survivors largely influenced by the endorsement of false beliefs about rape such as the “real rape” or the “genuine victims” myths\(^{119}\). Many studies shows that victims-survivors have the tendency to avoid reporting being raped to the police if the incident does not present the defining characteristics of “real rape” such as the presence of a weapon, the presence of injuries or the lack of victim-offender relationship\(^{120}\). Taking as an example the rape myth about women lying about being raped and the issue of the prevalence of false reports of rape, it is worth to mention that, although it remains particularly difficult to assess an exact percentage of false rape


\(^{116}\) Venema, “Police officer schema of sexual assault reports”, (n.111).


\(^{119}\) Mennicke, Anderson & Kennedy, (n.115)815-816.
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reports, the most accurate statistics fix the rate between 2 and 8 percent. Nevertheless, studies confirm that many police officers have the tendency to call into question the credibility of the alleged victims during the investigation process: it is true that delays in reporting and contradictory allegations are factors that, for example, could make the cases more problematic to be dealt with, but it is also true that usually police officers simply consider a “problematic case” as an “unfound and false case”.

To conclude, because rape is one of the most underreported crimes that, unfortunately, happens to affect a large percentage of women all over the world, it is of vital importance guaranteeing that law enforcements officers are highly trained to be aware of the different problematic aspects concerning rape myth acceptance and rape reporting in order to properly investigate the crime in a more gender sensitive manner.

3.2 Criminal justice professionals’ perception of rape survivors

As it has been already said, if the number of rapes reported to law enforcement officers is generally low, the percentage of trials that will result in convictions is even lower. Many studies actually confirm the alarming reality of rape case attrition within the criminal justice system: due to police and prosecutorial decision making the majority of rape reports do not progress and won’t result with the conviction of rape perpetrators. In order to analyze this particular phenomenon known as “rape case attrition” or, more in general, “justice gap”, it is crucial to understand that, while delivering a judgment, judges take into consideration both evidence-based legal factors and extralegal factors based on rape myths.

Criminal justice practitioners employ evidence-based factors -such as the presence of physical or forensic evidence, the presence of a weapon or a witness- in
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order to support and validate victims’ allegations and prove that a crime actually occurred. The presence of physical injuries, having the possibility to take into consideration medical reports, hearing the testimony of a witness supporting the victim’s allegations or examining a weapon with which the alleged victim has been threatened or actually injured all constitute important factors that can corroborate victims claims and that are clearly taken into primary consideration by professionals in need to decide whether or not a case should proceed through the criminal justice system.

Nevertheless, other extra-legal factors that are not based on legal evidence but on rape myths and stereotypes can actually influence the manner in which criminal justice personnel perceive and decide the merits of a case. Stereotyped beliefs concerning the victim credibility, the victim-suspect relationship and the characteristics of the victim, the suspect and the assault itself all contribute reinforcing a negative perception of rape survivors while creating a cultural understanding of rape that does not match with its legal definitions. Before focusing on the analysis of these extra-legal factors, it is also crucial to understand that criminal justice professionals are not only workers whose job is prosecuting criminals but that they are also individuals and therefore, their personal characteristics such as their identity, their social position and their personal experiences can actually largely influence the way in which they attribute responsibility. Now, in order to understand how rape myths actually influence jurors’ attribution of responsibility and verdicts, various extra-legal factors and their effects on deliberations will be now discussed in greater details.

I. Victim Credibility

Sadly, the credibility of the alleged victims of rape is not only called into question by law enforcement officers during the investigation process: once a particular case has been passed to the prosecutors, many criminal justice professionals seem to share the same tendency to meticulously examine victims’ allegation in order to prove
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and ensure their veracity\textsuperscript{132}. Although this particular focus on victim credibility could be explained and in some way justified taking into account prosecutors’ desire to exclude the hypothesis the victim had an ulterior motive to denounce the suspect and therefore to avoid the phenomenon of false rape reporting, as it has been argued before, false allegations concerning rape are in reality not that common\textsuperscript{133}. Nevertheless, female victims of rape have to generally struggle in order to prove that there is no alternative explanation for what happened, in order to prove they are “genuine victims” of rape\textsuperscript{134}. As an example, delay in reporting the incident is considered to be one of the factors concerning the alleged victims’ behaviour that could influence jurors’ assessments of her credibility: even if in reality many victims-survivors don’t report the incident for a significant period of time, delay in reporting has been generally perceived as “unnatural” and “suspicious” in the courtrooms\textsuperscript{135}. Moreover, many studies have shown that factors such as the lack of resistance during an assault or appearing rather calm while recounting events at trial could potentially compromise survivors’ credibility: physical struggle is still considered as one of the most normal response to rape and many people still find it difficult to believe an alleged victim of rape who actually does not show evident signs of psychological distress while talking about her traumatic experience\textsuperscript{136}.

To summarize, prosecutors tend to establish what constitute a “normal behaviour” and a “natural reaction” to rape outside and inside a courtroom and, as soon as an alleged victims fails to behave or react as the “ideal victim of rape” would have done, her genuinely being victim of a crime such as rape will be probably put into question and discredited\textsuperscript{137}.
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II. Victim-Suspect Relationship

The relationship between the alleged victim and perpetrator has been identified as one of the most influential extra-legal factors affecting criminal justice professionals’ decisions\textsuperscript{138}. Based on the myth of “real rape”, it is generally but falsely assumed that the majority of rape incidents involve complete strangers and therefore, rape by an acquaintance is usually less considered as rape\textsuperscript{139}. As a matter of fact, many studies have demonstrated that when victims claim having been raped by someone they know such as acquaintances, relatives, or intimate partners, the likelihood that victim allegations will be questioned by the prosecutors will tendentially increase\textsuperscript{140}. It is also important to note that criminal justice professionals tend to dismiss more acquaintance rape cases because they do not believe they would be able to easily prove the crime actually occurred due to the existence of a previous relationship between victim and suspect: it might seem quite easy to convict a stranger who raped a girl in a dark corner of the road but it might be more demanding to assess the case of a guy who raped the girl he started to go out with\textsuperscript{141}. In fact, as it has been argued by Ben-David and Schneider, “as the intimacy of the relationship increases, the tendency to consider his behavior as totally unacceptable decreases. The more familiar the perpetrator is, he is viewed as less responsible for the rape, his actions as a lesser violation of the victim’s rights, and the likelihood of a misunderstanding of the situation as greater”\textsuperscript{142}. Taking marital rape as an example, it is well known that in many countries of the world being married implies irrevocably consenting to sexual relations and a woman’s right to refuse having sexual intercourse with her husband is still not recognized nor guaranteed in a great number of legal systems\textsuperscript{143}. Focusing instead on date rape that has been defined as “forced intercourse that happens on a date or between acquainted or romantically involved individuals”\textsuperscript{144}, it is crucial to highlight the fact that, although it is one of the
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most frequent type of rape, date rape has been often misperceived and minimized: date rape survivors have generally been blamed when, for example, they admitted having been drinking or whenever they have been perceived as failing to clearly manifest their refusal\textsuperscript{145}. In conclusion, the fact that rape by acquaintances, relatives, or intimate partners is less likely to be considered as “real rape” reinforce the idea that male violence against women remains a problem that concerns the private sphere of individuals’ lives. Therefore, it might be argued that criminal justice practitioners have the tendency to fail recognizing rape incidents perpetrated by acquaintances, relatives, or intimate partners as a problem of public order that concerns the community as a whole.

III. Victim characteristics

As it has been explained while discussing the phenomena of secondary victimization and victim-blaming, rape survivors are often considered responsible for having precipitated their own assault\textsuperscript{146}. In rape-supportive societies like the ones we live in, women and young girls are warned and even taught to avoid taking high risk behaviors which could potentially put them in danger and increase the likelihood of being raped: avoid drinking alcohol and taking drugs, not walking alone late at night, avoid inviting guys to come up to your apartment, dressing in a non provocative way are just few of the many rules followed by the “good girls” who want to avoid at all costs being raped\textsuperscript{147}. Many studies have confirmed that alcohol or drug consumption are factors capable influencing both the behaviour of perpetrators and the process of attribution of responsibility conducted by observers, including criminal justice professionals\textsuperscript{148}. Sadly, researches show as well that the great majority of victims that resulted intoxicated at the time of the incident are more likely to be blamed\textsuperscript{149}.
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Moreover, because of the general negative perception toward rape survivors fostered by rape myths acceptance, many are the rape survivors who feel responsible for their intoxication and end up not only not reporting to the police but also not looking either for social and health support\textsuperscript{150}.

Another factor that has been found compromising the way rape survivors are perceived and treated inside the courtrooms is the way the survivors were dressing and behaving before the incident: wearing a sexually provocative dress and behaving in a provocative manner have been often interpreted as proof of the victims’ sexual responsibility\textsuperscript{151}. What are the characteristics of a “provocative” outfit? In her article Wolfendale proposes a definition in which a provocative dress is described as “all female appearance styles that deviate from the acceptable norm of a specific social situation toward the direction of sexual suggestiveness and/or body exposure”\textsuperscript{152}. Based on this definition, it could follow that women’s clothing is socially interpreted relying on the need of meeting the dress codes but, most importantly, taking into consideration the wearer’s intentions\textsuperscript{153}. The problem turns out to be that both men and women, having internalised well-established social norms, tend to interpret women’s outfit as a clear manifestation of their desire for sex and sexual availability and this interpretation of women’s sexual intentions usually is not at all based on women’s real and actual intentions\textsuperscript{154}. As it has been well questioned by Moor, “do women in fact have seduction in mind when they dress revealingly, or are their actual motives completely different and entirely misunderstood?”\textsuperscript{155}. According to the author, it is not possible to explain the problem of women’s revealing clothing and its impact on victim-blaming without referring to the phenomenon of sexual objectification of women: the female body has been gradually but inexorably constructed within our societies as “target for male sexual lust” and because of this, men tend to unconsciously assume that women are constantly interested in seducing men although women themselves might have and even express totally different intentions\textsuperscript{156}. Taking into consideration that female
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beauty is essentially constructed in sexual terms and body-revealing clothing is at the base of present fashion codes, the scenarios in which women dress in a revealing manner should not be misunderstood: they should either be seen as situations in which women are *de facto* forced to adhere to or autonomously choose to adopt fashion standards that have been socially sexualized\(^\text{157}\).

Despite the critique about the sexual objectification of women, several studies suggest that the “provocative dress” rhetoric actually reinforces the rape myth according to which “she was asking for it”: the rape survivor should have known that dressing or behaving in a provocative manner could have been risky, she should have known that specific outfit could have failed controlling male sexual desire, so she is in part responsible for what happened and therefore, she cannot complain now because it clearly looked like “she was asking for it”\(^\text{158}\). As a result, in a social and legal environment focused on women’s sexual responsibility, perpetrators may be once again partially excused, justified and women’s vulnerability to sexual violence and rape is not properly addressed but instead reinforced\(^\text{159}\).

To conclude, while alcohol and drugs are generally used as a mitigating factors in order to excuse to some extent rapists’ violent and aggressive behaviours, to female victims of rape is reserved the exact opposite treatment and judgement\(^\text{160}\). Similarly, men’s outfits and behaviors are rarely perceived and described as “provocative” while women are often criticized and blamed for dressing or behaving in a way that “provokes men’s sexual desire and invite men’s sexual advances”\(^\text{161}\). These negative beliefs and attitudes influence how rape and more in general sexual violence are addressed and processed by criminal justice professionals and ultimately they often negatively impact women’s everyday lives by increasing their chances of being blamed when raped and therefore by increasing their concerns about the perception of their bodies and behaviours\(^\text{162}\).
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CHAPTER 4
CHANGING RAPE REALITY WITH A DIFFERENT FEMINIST APPROACH

Despite the fact that the three major schools of feminism do not always agree on the interpretation and conceptualization of some key ideas of feminist theory, the critiques of patriarchy and legal rights can definitely be considered as shared common features\textsuperscript{163}. Back in 1995, Christine Chinkin wrote that “legislation cannot change the power imbalances between men and women, and will inevitably be applied and administered by men”\textsuperscript{164}. Chinkin is certainly not the only feminist assuming that, because rights are the reflection of a male point of view, law has to be considered as essentially supporting patriarchy\textsuperscript{165}. As a matter of fact, we know that international human rights law has remained gender blind in terms of violence against women for a very long time and that it has not been until recently that violence against women has been finally recognized as a clear violation of women’s rights\textsuperscript{166}. Although international and national legal instruments have gradually been introduced and modified to protect and promote equal rights for women, especially when we are addressing the issue of sexual violence and rape, law enforcement officers and justice professionals tend to interpret and “apply the law in ways that uphold patriarchal power”\textsuperscript{167}.

If on the one hand feminists generally consider the law as one of the most powerful manifestations of male power, on the other one it is of vital importance to highlight the fact that this feminist critique of legal rights does not automatically imply the rejection of rights and law: as it has been argued by Virginia Held, the majority of feminists are really far from wishing and believing to be able to change social structures and reach gender equality leaving out the law and that is precisely why, despite recognizing the importance of rights for feminist aims, they actually advocate for the reconceptualization of rights and the reformulation of existing legal provisions\textsuperscript{168}.
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Modifying the law has the potential to significantly improve living conditions for women and feminists have been advocating for legal reform in many aspects of law, especially with regard to rape law\textsuperscript{169}. Referring instead to the reconceptualization of rights, Held and other advocates of the Ethics of Care such as Martha Minow suggest that rights should rather not be seen as the reflection of an utopic world governed by perfect justice but they should be essentially conceived as a reflection of social reality and therefore they “should never lose sight of the social relations of power and privilege” both in the public and private spheres\textsuperscript{170}. According to Held, influenced by Kantian and utilitarian moral theories that consider all individuals as rational, autonomous, independent agents, the Ethics of Justice and more in general liberal individualism have had their attentions focused on guaranteeing individual rights, fairness and equality to all people, including women\textsuperscript{171}. Nevertheless, as Held wrote “within the ethics of justice, respect for human rights has played a central role, and this concern has been increasingly apparent at the global level. But as feminist scholars have shown, the human rights of women have been woefully neglected\textsuperscript{172}.

Moreover, “limiting the reach of law to its appropriate domain” has also been considered of fundamental importance by the proponents of the Ethics of Care\textsuperscript{173}: whilst it is absolutely true we have to consider seeking justice and guaranteeing fairness and equality as clear priorities in the domain of law, we cannot extend the language and the principles of the law to regulate all the other domains of life\textsuperscript{174}. Held and the Ethics of Care do not aspire to exclude the Law and justice as its priority from the process of creating a better society but they ultimately uphold the idea that justice and the law have to be developed within the larger framework of Care\textsuperscript{175}: if our societies won’t be developed based on the existence of strong caring relationships between its members, if individuals do not care enough about all the other members of their societies, then rights won’t be respected either\textsuperscript{176}. As Held argues “before there can be respect for rights there must be a sense of social connectedness with those others whose rights are recognized.
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A relation of social connection, or a caring relation, is normatively prior and has priority over an acknowledgment of rights. We ought to respect the human rights of all persons everywhere, but first of all we ought to develop in everyone the capacity for and the practice of caring about all others as human beings like ourselves. Establishing and strengthening at the personal, political but also at the global level caring social relationships based on trust and active cooperation to ensure that all people will meet their needs is at the base of the Ethics of Care. Just as the members of a family care about and for one another, it is of vital importance to establish a solid framework of care characterizing all levels of our society. From the perspective of care, individuals are all connected and interdependent and their cooperation based on caring relationships could prove being extremely useful in order to transform and eliminate situations and realities characterized by domination and oppression such as those that affect women.

Addressing the issue of violence against women and more specifically rape, it is important to point out that building societies based on the value and the practice of care would not automatically imply creating societies completely free from violence. If on the one side the Ethics of Care recognizes that the recourse to violence - even when considered justifiable - can always potentially threaten not only wider contexts such as the whole global society but also the primary contexts of families and groups, on the other side, advocates of Care argue that it is perfectly possible preventing violence before it occurs and that, in any case, the use of violence would automatically prove the failure of thinking in terms of care by not having chosen alternative and nonviolent ways to avoid violence in the first place.

Despite the existence of sceptical positions based on the assumption that “violence seems to call for the harsh arm of law and enforcement and not the soft touch of care”, what I will argue is that, on the very contrary, through the Ethics of Care and the process of creation of caring societies it could be possible not only guaranteeing...
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proper support and access to justice to female victims of rape but also preventing sexual violence and rape accidents in the first place.

As it has been said above, in order to comply with the new standards set by the adoption of new international legal instruments on gender-based violence and violence against women, civil and criminal codes have been often modified and new laws and policies have been gradually introduced at the level of domestic legislation. Nevertheless, the ways in which rape survivors are often treated haven’t considerably improved and it is still necessary to find an effective solution to the issue of social pervasiveness of rape myth acceptance. Especially because of the existence of rape myths that are usually the product of eradicated gender roles stereotypes, there is a big difference between the legal definition of rape written in international and national texts and the social perception of rape and rape survivors that not only our societies but even police officers and criminal law professionals possess. The effectiveness of the Law to fight against RMA and guaranteeing access to justice to female victims of rape could be questioned: it is true, as it has been argued by Chinkin, “the articulation of legal principles remains an important first step”, but it has to be supported by other measures. Resorting to the Ethics of Care, I argue that, in order to achieve these goals, it is necessary to foster societies based on the existence of caring relations between their interdependent members that become actively involved in ensuring all people’s needs will be met and all people’s rights will be guaranteed and respected. Building caring societies committed to guarantee access to justice to rape survivors would clearly entail adopting different measures at the local, national, regional and international level such as the training of police officers and criminal law professionals, the provision of medical and social support services to victims of rape but, above all, the education of women and in particular of men on gender stereotypes and violence against women, including sexual violence and rape, with the aim of changing in a meaningful
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manner social attitudes and practice towards women in general but also towards rape survivors\textsuperscript{189}.

Moreover, a part from caring for women that have already been exposed to violence, through the lens of the Ethics of Care it is even possible to prevent women from potentially becoming rape victims in the first place\textsuperscript{190}. As Held wrote in her \textit{Can the Ethics of Care Handle Violence?}, “a moral theory such as the Ethics of Care is needed to assure that we care enough about our fellow human beings to actually respect their rights and take appropriate account of their interests and especially that we refrain from aggressive violence”\textsuperscript{191}. An education based on the value and the practice of care would allow all individuals to develop a particular set of abilities since their very first days of life such as building relations based on trust and respect, cultivating nonviolent feelings and looking for nonviolent alternatives to solve a dispute so that violence could be effectively contained, decreased and prevented\textsuperscript{192}. In the second part of this research, based on the principles and the approach proposed by the Ethics of Care, while analyzing how States that ratified the Istanbul Convention are actually complying with its provisions, I will try to evaluate whether and to what extent the Convention itself is contributing or could eventually contribute to the process of creating caring societies in the European context.
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PART II

FOSTERING A EUROPEAN CARING SOCIETY: COMPLYING WITH THE ISTANBUL CONVENTION ACCORDING TO GREVIO
CHAPTER 1
THE ISTANBUL CONVENTION: A REGIONAL TOOL TO FIGHT VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Violence against women, and in particular sexual violence, affect women worldwide disproportionately and on a day-to-day basis: rape and others acts of sexual violence, whether during peace-time or in the context of armed conflicts, preclude women’s enjoyment of their fundamental rights such as the right to be free from fear and violence.\(^{193}\) Specifically in order to comprehensively address the problem of discrimination against women and redress all the civil, political, economic, social and cultural inequalities that were precluding to women the ability and possibility to effectively enjoy their fundamental rights and freedoms, in 1979 the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) has been adopted by the UN General Assembly as the main international legally binding instrument aimed at respecting and promoting women’s human rights.\(^{194}\)

It is well known that, despite its focus on discrimination against women in areas such as education, employment, health care and participation in policy and decision-making processes, a specific provision concerning violence against women has not been included in the original text of the Convention.\(^{195}\) Since the 1990s violence against women has begun being considered as well as a form of discrimination against women and as an obstacle \textit{de facto} impeding women’s effective enjoyment of the rights included in the Convention.\(^{196}\) In fact, recognizing the long lasting effects of violence against women on their physical and mental health, General Recommendation 19 of 1992 focus on the need of eradicating violence against women that States should properly take into account in order to guarantee an effective and comprehensive
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implementation of the Convention\textsuperscript{197}. In order to comply with the international standards set by the United Nations on this particular matter, many are the countries that have changed their national legislations or have passed new laws to address violence against women\textsuperscript{198} but it has been at the World Conference on Human Rights held in Vienna in 1993 that, after having recognized public or private violent acts against women as severe violations of human rights, the international community urged States to develop not only national but also regional programs to eliminate violence and discrimination against women\textsuperscript{199}. Legal instruments adopted and implemented at the regional level were thought, and they can actually be seen, as potentially useful and powerful tools to address the issues related to the pervasiveness of discrimination and violence against women\textsuperscript{200}. Considering that even the 2017 CEDAW’s General Recommendation 35 on gender-based violence against women has been greatly influenced by the CoE Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (Istanbul Convention)\textsuperscript{201}, in the following paragraphs I will specifically take into consideration this regional instrument with the aim to understand to what extent it has complemented and further broadened the international normative framework for the eradication of all forms of violence against women.

1. A regional Convention to broaden international standards on VAW

At the European level, achieving gender equality and promoting women’s right to live free from violence have begun to influence and underpin the action of the Council of Europe and its Steering Committee for Equality between Women and Men (CDEG) since the 1990s\textsuperscript{202}. Despite the existence of Recommendation N. 5 on the
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protection of women against violence adopted by the CoE Committee of Ministers in 2002, the necessity to adopt a legally binding European convention to comprehensively address the issue of violence against women became clear. To this end, the Ad Hoc Committee on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (CAHVIO Committee) was established and tasked by the Committee of Ministers to work on the draft of the Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (Istanbul Convention) that was formally adopted in 2011.

Taking into consideration the regional legal framework on violence against women which comprises the 1994 Inter-American Convention on the prevention, punishment and eradication of violence against women (Belém do Pará) and the 2003 Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa, the 2011 Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence has reaffirmed and further broadened the international standards previously set on the matter by providing legally-binding definitions such as the one in Article 3(a) that criminalizes all different forms of violence against women (including domestic violence in Article 3(b)) or the one that explains the meaning of “gender” (Article 3(c)) and what the principle of “due diligence” entails (Article 5). Moreover, it should also be highlighted not only the fact that the Convention can be ratified by any country in the world that wishes so and that its provisions are legally-binding on states both during peacetime and in situations of armed conflict (Article 2.3) but also the fact that, based on its “cross-border approach”, states parties have a double obligation which entails extending their jurisdiction to prosecute crimes committed abroad by their nationals and guaranteeing support and “greater access to justice for nationals or residents of states parties who become victims of crimes of violence against women while abroad”.

It is important to note that, beside being the first treaty specifically addressing violence against women at the European level, the Convention has been generally
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recognized as unique and of inestimable value because of its “approach based on a gendered understanding of violence against women and domestic violence”\textsuperscript{207}. In fact, in the light of the existing and mutually reinforcing relation between gender inequality and violence against women, at the base of the provisions of the Convention there is the idea that, in order to eradicate violence against women, it is necessary to make very great efforts to modify power hierarchies and dynamics within our societies to achieve a greater level of equality between men and women\textsuperscript{208}. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that, although the importance of achieving gender equality and recognizing VAW as a gendered phenomenon that affects women to a much greater degree has been underlined in the Preamble of the Convention, anyway states parties are strongly encouraged to integrate a comprehensive gender perspective while adopting laws and policies at the domestic level (Article 6) and they might as well decide to extend the scope of application of the Convention with the aim to protect male, elderly and child victims of violence, in particular victims of domestic violence\textsuperscript{209}.

Violence against women has been defined in Article 3(a) as “a violation of human rights and a form of discrimination against women and shall mean all acts of gender-based violence that result in, or are likely to result in, physical, sexual, psychological or economic harm or suffering to women, including treats of such act, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life”\textsuperscript{210}. Physical violence, psychological violence, stalking, sexual harassment, forced marriage, female genital mutilation, force abortion, forced sterilization and sexual violence, including rape are all forms of violence against women that state parties to the Convention have the obligation to criminalize by introducing specific provisions in their respective domestic legislations\textsuperscript{211}.

Finally, as it will be discussed in greater details in the following paragraph, it is vital to understand that, apart from the legal definition of VAW, this regional legal tool has been drafted in order to address and deal with the issue of violence against women through a holistic approach which entails harmonizing domestic legislation with the standards set by the Convention as well as adopting and implementing comprehensive
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policies to prevent violence against women in all its manifestations, to assist and support the victims and to prosecute the perpetrators\textsuperscript{212}.

2. Rape and Rape Myths Acceptance: the untapped transformative potential of the Istanbul Convention

Considering the fact that rape is one of the most terrible, devastating and common forms of gender-based violence, it is of crucial importance to understand whether and to what extent the Convention of Istanbul is capable to potentially bring about a change to eradicate rape by overcoming problems, such as the lack of services and support for survivors, the limited access to justice for victims of rape and the apparent lack of political will and commitment shown by the majority of European states to change their criminal codes to properly criminalize rape\textsuperscript{213}. Specific legal provisions concerning rape in the Convention are presented here below in an effort to understand which are the measures States Parties have the obligations to adopt and implement in order to comply with the “rape standards” established by the Convention.

States that have ratified the Istanbul Convention have the legal obligation to change their national laws to harmonize them with what is prescribed by the Convention and therefore, they have to change their respective domestic legislations to criminalize all the different forms of VAW including sexual violence, and more specifically rape\textsuperscript{214}. According to the definition of sexual violence provided by Article 36 of the Convention, since “consent must be given voluntarily as the result of the person's free will assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances” (emphasis added), the lack of consent is considered as the main constituent element of rape crimes and rape incidents have to be criminalized and properly prosecuted even when the perpetrators are the victims’ former spouses or partners\textsuperscript{215}. Despite the legal improvements made by the Convention
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concerning this specific violation of women’s right to sexual autonomy and bodily integrity, “only nine European countries recognise the simple truth that sex without consent is rape”216. While some states such as Belgium, Cyprus, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg and the UK (England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) have adopted legal definitions of rape based on the absence of consent, the majority of European States still rely on definitions in which factors such as “physical force or threat thereof, coercion or inability to defend oneself” are instead considered as main constitutive elements of rape crimes217. Influenced by the sentence of the case M.C. v. Bulgaria in which the Bulgarian rape legislation has been judged by the Court of Strasbourg as violating the European Convention on Human Rights due to its reference to the use of force as constituent element of rape, Article 36 of the Istanbul Convention has been specifically adopted to confirm the evidence that “force-based definitions of rape offer inadequate protection for women against sexual violence”218: sex without consent is rape. Having said that, it is also of crucial importance to point out that very often the perception and the evaluation of whether or not consent has been expressed and given by rape survivors, can be strongly influenced by gender stereotypes about male and female sexuality and myths about rape that could be even employed by law enforcement officers, prosecutors and criminal justice professionals while investigating and prosecuting rape cases219. Therefore, in order to comply with the Istanbul Convention, States Parties have not only the legal obligation to amend their laws to provide a consent-based definition of rape crimes, but also they have to avoid the phenomenon of secondary victimization of rape survivors during rape investigation and prosecution by ensuring that the presence or lack of consent is not assessed by professionals under the influence of rape myths and gender stereotypes220.

Taking into particular account and recognizing the pervasiveness of rape myths and gender stereotypes within our societies, a whole chapter of the Convention has been dedicated to highlight the urgent need to promote changes at the social and cultural level
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in order to prevent rape incidents from occurring in the first place.\footnote{European Women's Lobby, (n.213)8} Because of the social influence exerted by gender stereotypes and rape myths, women victims of rape are often blamed and considered by the public as responsible for their own misfortunes in the sense of having somehow contributed to what happened to them and, precisely to address this issue, Chapter III of the Convention highlights the importance to adopt and implement comprehensive measures such as awareness-raising campaigns involving the media as well as the private sector, the training of professionals and education programmes especially devoted to boys and men in order to transform and render our society more gender sensitive and less prone to resort to violence against women\footnote{Ibid.}.

As argued in the first part, the pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance at the social level seems to constitute one of the main causes of the difficulty of guaranteeing effective access to justice to female survivors of rape: as a matter of fact, gender stereotypes and rape myths are also widely held by police officers, prosecutors and criminal justice professional and, because of this, women’s rights to be equally treated and protected by the law, their rights to access to justice and due process are often violated during the investigation and prosecution phases\footnote{Ibid.}. In order to guarantee adequate and effective access to justice to rape survivors, the Convention requires states parties to ensure that the case might be duly investigated and prosecuted independently of the victim’s complaint and even if the victim drops the charges (Article 55), to avoid putting into question the victim’s respectability and credibility by allowing questions on the victim’s sexual history and conduct of life only when strictly relevant and necessary (Article 54), to prohibit mediation and conciliation and other mandatory alternative dispute resolution processes or sentencing (Article 48), to protect victims at all stages of investigations and judicial proceedings (Article 56) and guaranteeing they actually have access to legal assistance and to free legal aid (Article 57)\footnote{Ibid. 4 & 9}. Beside access to justice, as it is enshrined in Chapter IV of the Convention, female victims of rape have to be provided with specialized support services\footnote{Ibid. 4} and, as specified in Article 25, given the peculiar nature of rape crimes and the long-lasting effects caused by this particular traumatic form of VAW, the existence of accessible rape crisis referral centers,
providing adequate medical care, trauma support and prompt forensic examination is of crucial importance not only to ensure proper and effective recovering to the victims but also to guarantee the existence of medical evidence to support their claims during the investigation and prosecution proceedings\textsuperscript{226}.

Focusing now on the issues of low levels of rape reporting and low conviction rates, Article 11 of the Convention stipulates state obligations to “collect disaggregated relevant statistical data at regular intervals on all forms of violence against women, including rape; to conduct population-based surveys to assess the prevalence of and trends of forms of violence against women, including rape; and to support research in the field to identify root causes and effects, incidences and conviction”\textsuperscript{227}.

To conclude, from a legal point of view, the Istanbul Convention clearly sets important and powerful standards at the regional and international level to contribute improving legislation and policies in order to prevent and eradicate rape\textsuperscript{228}. Nevertheless, in order to assess its full potential, it is absolutely essential to analyze how governments are actually complying with the Convention by evaluating the effectiveness of legal reforms and measures taken at the domestic level\textsuperscript{229}. To this end, the following chapter will be dedicated to the presentation of GREVIO, the specific monitoring mechanism created by the CoE and the comparative analysis of state parties’ degree of compliance with the Convention\textsuperscript{230}.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPLIANCE WITH THE ISTANBUL CONVENTION:
GREVIO’S CONTRIBUTION

Chapter IX of the Istanbul Convention is dedicated to the establishment of GREVIO, the monitoring mechanism charged with evaluating the implementation of the Convention provisions by states parties and, as it has been written by the CoE itself, this monitoring mechanism has the real potential to contribute in a meaningful way to eliminate violence against women at the national, regional and international level since “it is expected to generate very valuable data, advice and support emerging from the in-depth analysis of the various national contexts and the mobilization of expertise and exchange of good practices” and it “will offer a vital forum to co-ordinate and to set a global agenda to eliminate violence against women”.

To understand how GREVIO’s 17 months long and country-by-country based evaluation procedure is actually conducted, it is necessary to rely on Article 68 of the Convention and Title II (Evaluation procedure) of GREVIO's Rules of Procedure. Even though, based on GREVIO’s evaluation timetable, State Parties under evaluation receive a questionnaire to complete with the purpose to provide as much details and informations as possible, the Group of Experts starts to draw a clear picture on the different degrees of implementation by analyzing data and informations provided by international treaty bodies, Council of Europe bodies such as the Parliamentary Assembly or the Human Rights Commissioner and, even more relevant, GREVIO takes into particular account informations confidentially provided by non-governmental organisations (NGOs), other members of civil society and national human rights organizations.
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It is important to understand that the evaluation procedure conducted by GREVIO is essentially dialogue oriented since it aims at openly and constructively discuss with state representatives about specific issues emerged from the state reports analysis. Beside the state dialogue taking place in Strasbourg, evaluations visits are also foreseen in order to properly assess, directly on the ground, what is the real country situation and, once all the relevant informations have been collected, a draft evaluation report has to be prepared, discussed and approved by the Group of Experts. State Parties clearly have the possibility to make comments on the reports drafted and transmitted by GREVIO and this latter takes into proper account comments made by governments before finalising and adopting the report. Additional government remarks can be provided even prior the publication and the transmission of GREVIO’s report to the Committee of the Parties which in turn may adopt recommendations to encourage state parties concerned adopting measures in order to ensure full compliance with the Convention.

The Istanbul Convention has been generally recognized as an important and effective legal tool capable to improve rape reality, not only in the European context. The examination of the four evaluation procedures completed by GREVIO provides new evidence on how State Parties are actually implementing the Convention provisions concerning rape. This will help highlighting the improvements made and the ones States still need to make in the near future.

The country that have been evaluated by GREVIO and that I will take into account are respectively Albania that signed the Istanbul Convention on 19 December 2011 and ratified it with Law No.104/8.11.2012, Austria who was among the first 13 CoE member states to sign the Convention in 2011 during a meeting of the Committee.
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of Ministers in Istanbul and to ratify it at the end of 2013\textsuperscript{241}, Denmark whose government signed and ratified the Convention within only three months (April-August 2014) but with a reservation according to which the provisions do not apply to self-governing territories of the Faroe Islands and Greenland\textsuperscript{242} and, last but not least, Monaco where the Convention has been ratified in 2014 and entered into force the following year through the Sovereign Ordinance n°5.208\textsuperscript{243}. To better serve the purpose of this research, the degree of implementation of the Convention will be assessed by comparing the four different domestic realities in terms of legal definition of rape, data collection, prevention of rape incidents, protection and support for rape survivors and access to justice\textsuperscript{244} and their compliance with the demanding standards established by GREVIO.

\textbf{2.1 The legal definition of rape (Article 36)}

In the case of Albania, an entire Section of the Criminal Code is specifically dedicated to sexual crimes and Article 102 of the CCA provides that “sexual intercourse by violence with adult females or between spouses or cohabitants, without the consent of either of them, shall be punishable by three to ten years imprisonment.” (emphasis added)\textsuperscript{245}. Even though Albania has claimed that, because of the constant process of revision aimed at ensuring its national legal framework would comply with international standards, its domestic legislation “is almost in line also with the scope of the Istanbul Convention”\textsuperscript{246}, Article 102 establishes \textit{de facto} the use of force as constituent element of rape crimes: the absence of consent is considered as element constituting rape only in cases of marital rape or rape between cohabitants but, except for these particular cases, Albania’s definition of rape as “sexual intercourse by violence with adult females” has
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to be considered a force-based definition\textsuperscript{247}. Even though factors such as the fact that violence might be repeatedly done or done with accomplices, the fact that the violence might cause serious health consequences to the victims or even her death or suicide, have all been included in the CCA as aggravating factors\textsuperscript{248}, it is important to recall that a force-based definition of the crime of rape automatically shifts the burden of proof on the victims who are asked to prove whether and how they resisted to violence and, because of the risk of not being able to demonstrate resistance, female survivors of rape tend to avoid reporting in the first place knowing that the chances to end up with perpetrators being convicted and punished will also be rather limited\textsuperscript{249}.

Even though GREVIO has recognized and welcomed the many efforts made by Albania in order to reform both the General Part and the Special Part of the Criminal Code to make it more comprehensive by taking into account new criminal offences concerning violence against women and by establishing harsher penalties against perpetrators\textsuperscript{250}, the CCA does not include any provision that \textit{de facto} criminalizes the non-consensual sexual behaviour described in paragraph 1, indents b and c of Article 36, especially in the context of intimate or domestic relationships: beside the criminalization of rape (also between spouses or cohabitants), other types of non-consensual sexual behavior are not criminalized and the emphasis on cohabitation of Article 102 of the CCA does not comply also with Article 36 paragraph 3 of the Convention according to which “Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the provisions of paragraph 1 also apply to acts committed against former or current spouses or partners as recognised by internal law”, regardless of any cohabitation\textsuperscript{251}.

To conclude, even though GREVIO itself has confirmed that “a holistic approach to violence against women cannot rely solely on the criminal justice system”\textsuperscript{252}, Albanian authorities have to guarantee full compliance with the legal definition of rape provided by Article 36 of the Convention by recognizing and properly
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addressing the urgent need to “amend the definition of rape of adult women so that it is based on lack of freely given consent and does not require demonstration of use of force or resistance; to criminalise the non-consensual sexual behaviour described in paragraph 1, indents b and c of Article 36 of the Convention and to adopt the necessary measures to ensure that any offence of sexual violence applies between former or current spouses or partners as recognised by internal law”\textsuperscript{253}.

Focusing on Austria that has been not only one of the first countries having ratified the Convention but also having amended its Criminal Code in order to comply with the requirements set by Article 36, it is of crucial importance to note that Article 201 of the Austrian Criminal Code- which criminalizes rape by providing a definition based on the requirements of the use of force, deprivation of liberty or a threat to life or limb- has been complemented from 2016 with Article 205 on the “violation of sexual integrity”: taking into account the legal obligation deriving from the Convention to provide a consent-based definition of the crime of rape, in Austria all non-consensual sexual acts that have been committed “against the will of a person”, “under coercive circumstances” or “following an act of intimidation” have been criminalized with the adoption of Article 205 \textsuperscript{254}. Moreover, as many other criminal codes, Article 33 of the StGB offers a list of aggravating factors such as “ violent acts against family members and/or (ex-)partners or an individual requiring special protection, violent acts committed on racist, xenophobic or other particularly objectionable grounds, in a manner that is malicious or cruel or distressful for the victim, using extraordinarily high levels of violence and/or weapons, causing the victim’s death”\textsuperscript{255}. From what it has been written up until now and considering as well that in Austria “the fact that victims did not physically resist” is actually never considered as a valid criteria to assess whether or not rape crimes have been committed, we could all agree with what has been written by Austria in its First Country report: “a number of statutory offences in the Austrian Criminal Code (Strafgesetzbuch - StGB) for protection of bodily, psychological and/or sexual integrity fit the stipulations in the Convention”.\textsuperscript{256} Nevertheless, while evaluating how Austria is actually complying with the Convention, GREVIO has highlighted the
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fact that, first of all, even though Article 202 and 218 of the StGB cover sexual acts of a lesser nature such as sexual touching, the scope of Article 205 only includes non-consensual sexual acts such as penetration. Secondly, according to GREVIO, the Austrian legislation does not completely comply with the requirement to criminalize all non-consensual sexual acts foreseen by the Convention due to the fact that Article 205 criminalizes sexual acts committed against the will of the victim: by failing to recognize the so-defined by GREVIO “slightly difference” between sexual acts committed against the will of the victim and non-consensual sexual acts, Austria runs the real risk to end up prosecuting only the cases in which the victims have manifestly/verbally expressed their non-consent, leaving without protection, support and justice a large percentage of rape survivors that might have freezed, remaining passive and without saying anything but that nevertheless did not consent. Finally, the scenarios in which the perpetrators encourage, incite or force the victims to engage in sexual activity with a third person are also not taken into account by the provisions of the Austrian Criminal Code and therefore, Austrian authorities have been invited by GREVIO to “introduce criminal legislation that would cover the intentional conduct set out in Article 36, paragraph 1c of the Istanbul Convention”.

If on the one side the Austrian legislation can be overall considered as “almost entirely complying” with the legal definition of rape of Article 36, on the other side the legal definitions proposed by the Danish Criminal Code cannot be in anyway considered as complying with the definition of rape enshrined in the Istanbul Convention.

Although the Danish legislation had been carefully examined by different ministries of Denmark in order to guarantee its compliance with the regional instrument before the ratification of the Convention, the lack of consent, that according to Article 36 of the Convention is the constituent element of the crime of rape, doesn’t seem to underpin and underline any of the domestic provisions criminalizing rape or sexual assault. As a matter of fact, the Danish case can be definitely considered as “peculiar” precisely because of the distinctive manner in which sexual offences are
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criminalised in the Danish Criminal Code. First of all, it is important to note that sexual intercourse or other sexual activities are criminalized by a large number of provisions in the Danish Criminal Code- namely Articles 210-228262- and secondly, as it has been explained by GREVIO, the approach on criminalizing sexual violence adopted by the Danish legislation is essentially based on “enumerating constituent elements of the crime and/or characteristics of the victim which preclude consent and thus make the act punishable”263. Taking as an example the offence of rape, Article 216 of the Danish Criminal Code establishes that “any person who uses violence or threats of violence to have sexual intercourse or engages in sexual intercourse by duress as defined in section 260 or with a person who is in a state or situation in which he or she is incapable of resisting the act is liable for imprisonment for a term not exceeding eight years for rape”264: the use of violence, the threat of violence, the duress as defined in Article 260 of the Danish Criminal Code and a state or situation of the victim which makes her incapable of resisting are specifically the four factors that, as GREVIO says, “preclude the consent of the victim and make the sexual intercourse a rape” and therefore, it is clear how the Danish Criminal Code de facto criminalises sexual violence, including rape only when “the circumstances of the case or the characteristics of those involved already lead to an imbalance of power and necessarily negate consent”265. Even though it is true that it is left to State Parties “to decide on the specific wording of the legislation and the factors that they consider to preclude freely given consent”266, GREVIO has rightly concluded in its Baseline Evaluation Report that Denmark should recognize that, since its legislation doesn’t take into account and therefore doesn’t prosecute all those cases that are not described and do not fit with its criminal provisions, the approach adopted to deal with sexual violence and the definition of rape provided are not comprehensive and should therefore be changed267. Worth to note is also the fact that in order to avoid the creation and perpetuation of a hierarchy of victims of sexual violence, GREVIO has criticised the apparent differences in length of the sanctions across the different sexual violence offences (maximum of 8 years
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imprisonment in case of sexual intercourse with an intoxicated woman incapable of consenting to the act while only 4 years of prison in case of sexual intercourse following the exploitation of a victims affected by a mental illness or disability) that appear to exist in Denmark. Finally, based on the evidence that the “non exhaustive” list of aggravating factors provided by Chapter X of the Danish Criminal Code are de facto almost never taken into proper account by judges especially when making a sentence on a rape case, GREVIO has strongly encouraged Denmark to ensure that factors such as the current or past existence of a relationship between victim and perpetrator would be effectively considered as aggravating factors (and certainly not as mitigating ones!) by well-informed and trained judges in order to also effectively comply with Article 46 of the Istanbul Convention.

Last but not least, as it has been the case in all of the domestic realities presented up until now, Monaco and its Penal Code have also been found by GREVIO not complying with the legal definition of rape provided by Article 36 of the Convention. Despite the numerous changes to especially criminal law resulted from the adoption of Law No. 1.382 on specific forms of violence that has been drafted and later on adopted concomitantly with the Convention of Istanbul, Article 262 of the Monegasque Penal Code establishes the use of force, coercion, intimidation and surprise as the four main constituent elements of the crime of rape and therefore, the provision cannot be considered as in line with the requirements established by the Convention especially because, in the words of GREVIO, “the wording employed in Article 36, paragraph 1 does not limit proof of the victim’s lack of consent to the above-mentioned elements, since absence of freely given consent can also be inferred from other circumstance”.

As it has been the case for Austria, the circumstances in which the perpetrators encourage, incite or force the victims to engage in sexual activity with a third person are not taken into proper account by the provisions of the Monegasque Penal Code and therefore, Article 262 also lack compliance with Paragraph 1, indents c of Article 36 of
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the Convention273. Finally, although Monaco’s Penal Code criminalizes rape independently of the nature of the existing relationship between the victim and the perpetrator, including marital rape, other non-consensual acts of a sexual nature are criminalized disregarding existing relations between perpetrator and victim so provisions in conformity with Article 36, paragraph 3 are also necessary to guarantee Monaco’s full compliance with the legal provisions of the Convention274.

2.2 Data collection on all forms of violence against women, including rape (Article 11)

Considering GREVIO’s evaluation of Albania in terms of data collection and research, it can definitely be said that in the Albanian case, national entities responsible for data collection have specifically concentrated their attention on domestic violence, leaving unrevealed and completely out of the picture the realities of sexual violence and other forms of VAW275. As it has been meticulously explained by Albania in its national report, beside the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities that is the main responsible administrative authority on gender issues and women’s rights, different stakeholders such as the Ministry of Health, the one of Interior and of Justice or local governments actually contribute in a cooperative way at collecting data.276 Nevertheless, GREVIO has noted that, beside contributing to different degrees and with questionable levels of inter-agency cooperation, all the efforts made by the responsible entities have been concentrated exclusively on domestic violence: despite the advancements made in order to tackle the issue of domestic violence that have been greatly welcomed by GREVIO, the independent body has highlighted that “data on other forms of violence against women such as sexual violence barely hint at the existence of a phenomenon which by many accounts remains largely uncharted territory, fenced off by taboos and severe under-reporting”277.
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Although law enforcements officers and criminal justice professionals collect data broken down by sex, age-group, geographical location and even the level of education of perpetrators, the relationship between the victim and the perpetrators is not taken into account while assessing the annual number of cases reported, prosecuted and that actually ended with a conviction\textsuperscript{278}. On a more positive note, based on the fact that all the data and informations collected by responsible authorities are usually used by INSTAT to publicly publish and disseminating gender statistics providing, for example, data on rates of crime for different categories of offences in order to raise awareness on VAW, Albania partially comply with the requirements set by Article 11 Paragraph 4\textsuperscript{279}. To conclude, while welcoming the progresses made but reaffirming the need to increase the efforts in the area of data collection in order to comply with the standards set by the Convention, GREVIO has encouraged Albania to ensure that data categories are developed taking also into account the type of relationship between perpetrator and the victim and finally to “conduct studies on conviction rates for all forms of violence against women and make public the results of such studies”\textsuperscript{280}.

If Albania has been criticized for its exclusive focus on gathering data about domestic violence, in the case of Austria instead GREVIO opens its evaluation section on data collection by saying that “following the 2014 survey on the prevalence of violence against women in all member states of the European Union (EU) conducted by the EU Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) and the national prevalence study on “Violence in intimate social environments” commissioned by the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs in 2011, there is sufficient information on the prevalence in Austria of physical, sexual and psychological violence as well as sexual harassment”\textsuperscript{281}. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that, despite the improvements made and the continuing efforts on improving the collection of data showed by responsible authorities, just like in the case of Albania, Austrian law enforcement officers have to recognize the urgent need to collect disaggregated data and develop data categories of all forms of VAW taking also into consideration the type of existing relationship between the perpetrator and the victim\textsuperscript{282}.
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According to the Austrian national report, all the reports made by police officers are properly collected and classified by the Austrian Criminal Intelligence Service based on factors such as geographic location, sex and age group of both victims and suspects and “certain categories of relationships between victims and offenders”\(^\text{283}\): acquaintance, family relationship in the same household, family relation not in the same household, none, unknown, chance acquaintance are the six categories of relationships that are taken into account while dealing with sexual offences\(^\text{284}\). The list including these six categories has been considered by GREVIO as non specific and not comprehensive mainly because by using the term “family relationship”, it is not possible to distinguish incidents of domestic violence or cases of violence between intimate partners from, for example, incidents of child abuse and therefore, despite the willingness to take into proper account the relationships between victims and offenders while collecting and classifying data shown by austrian authorities, GREVIO has highlighted the need to adopt more specific categories of types of relationship in order to provide a clear picture of the prevalence of gender-based violence\(^\text{285}\). The independent body has also criticized the fact that the electronic documentation system (EDD) used by the police to electronically collecting data and categorizing cases is generally used not to raise-awareness and combat VAW by giving a clear picture of the prevalence of all the different forms of violence, but for internal recording requirements such as the internal need to “keep track of working hours spent” instead\(^\text{286}\). Focusing on the criminal justice sector, it is important to note that, despite the reaffirmation of the urgent need to develop data categories based on the type of perpetrator-victim relationship that had already been highlighted while assessing law enforcement agencies’ role in collecting data, GREVIO has positively commented the Austrian initiative to “introduce a “unique person number” to ensure cases can be traced across sectors, not on the basis of the offence but on the basis of an individual offender”\(^\text{287}\).

To conclude, in a positive note and to highlight the great efforts made by Austrian authorities to improve data collection on all forms of VAW, it is worth to
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mention that in Austria, data concerning cases of sexual violence, including rape, are also properly collected by specialised counselling centres for survivors and statistics aimed at the comparison between the number of charges presented and the number of cases that ended with a conviction are also conducted and properly published by the Federal Association of Autonomous Women’s Helplines of Austria\cite{388}.

With focus being shifted to Denmark, it could be argued that in this case the level of compliance with Article 11 is even lower than those assessed up until now: despite the great number of efforts made by Denmark in order to comply with the Convention and to contribute in preventing and combating VAW, data are generally collected in a non-disaggregated manner\cite{389}. The fact that data are usually not disaggregated by sex and, even more rarely, by existing relationship between the perpetrators and the victims has been confirmed by Denmark itself in its national report where it states that judicial data collected by the Director of Public Prosecutions covering all the different offences related to all types of violence included in the Istanbul Convention, “are not disaggregated by the sex and age of the victim, relationship between the perpetrator and victim or by geographical location”\cite{390}. By stating as well that the data program of the Director of Public Prosecution is not made or meant to create statistics and, to this end, to publicly release informations and data, Article 11 Paragraph 4 of the Convention might also seem not having been properly taken into account by Danish authorities\cite{391}. Beside the issues relating to not publicly disseminating data on VAW, more importantly GREVIO has expressed its concern and perturbation mainly due to the lack of understanding of the importance and need of collecting sex-disaggregated data showed by Denmark: according to the monitoring body, the gender neutral approach to data collection that has been adopted and developed by Denmark should not be considered as the manifestation of a high level of gender equality reached by this country\cite{392}. This gender neutrality approach fails to recognize violence against women as a gendered phenomenon and, in the words of GREVIO, “a non-gendered approach to data collection, on the assumption that gender equality is already achieved, may easily mask the prevalence of violence against
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women”, while using instead sex disaggregated data can become of crucial importance to highlight the improvements made and the ones that still have to be made to achieve gender equality and to eradicate VAW\textsuperscript{293}.

Finally, with regards to the criminal justice sector, the lack of accurate and disaggregated data concerning gender-based violence makes it almost impossible to realize how many difficulties victims of violence may experience in accessing justice and it also does not allow understanding what is the real rate of conviction and punishment of perpetrators of VAW\textsuperscript{294}. For all the reasons above explained Danish authorities have been strongly encouraged to “introduce harmonised data categories such as the sex, age, type of violence, and type of relationship of the perpetrator with the victim to be collected at regular intervals by all sectors of the administration, including the law enforcement agencies, the judiciary, the relevant social services (including public specialist services), the State Administration, the public health sector, the Immigration Service and other relevant services”\textsuperscript{295}.

Concluding this section on the collection of data with the Principality of Monaco, it is important to note that GREVIO has positively highlighted the improvements made by the Principality especially in terms of developing digital systems such as the “table numérique des infractions” (digital table of offences) through which all judicial proceedings are registered taking into account the type of violence mainly to ensure that accurate statistical information will be later on generated by the Public Prosecutor’s Office\textsuperscript{296}. Moreover, the Monegasque Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (IMSEE) has also been established in 2011 and, as it has been underlined by GREVIO, its creation certainly offers “interesting prospects for data consolidation, integration of the gender dimension, and the development of statistical research into violence against women”\textsuperscript{297}. Nevertheless, beside the efforts made to guarantee a quite satisfactory level of coordination between all the various responsible entities charged with the collection of data, GREVIO has also highlighted the fact that “there are no tools available to allow general cross-referencing of all violent cases between the various agencies” especially between the health sector and the law
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enforcement and judicial ones, and for this particular reason, Monegasque authorities have been strongly encouraged by the monitoring body “to systematise and streamline the collection of data relating to violence against women at all levels using terminology reflecting that of the Istanbul Convention and to make these data publically available these data”\textsuperscript{298}. Additionally it is important to mention the fact that, as it has been written by Monaco in its national report, “aucune enquête de population n’a été menée” (no population-based survey has been conducted)\textsuperscript{299}, and therefore Monaco doesn’t seem to comply with the legal obligation deriving from Article 11 Paragraph 2 of the Convention: because of the importance of population-based surveys- especially those raising awareness about victims’ experiences and those capable to specify the type of support received from victims or their reasons to avoid reporting- GREVIO has urged Monaco not only to conduct victim surveys in a regular and confidential manner, but also to focus particular attention on the need to collect informations deriving from those victim surveys specifically conducted in the health-care sector by health-care professionals\textsuperscript{300}.

\textbf{2.3 Prevention of rape incidents (Chapter III)}

Examining for first Albania’s compliance with the provisions of Chapter III of the Convention, National strategy and action plan on gender equality for 2016-20 has been adopted also with the aim to raise and promote awareness around the issues of violence against women and, more specifically, to challenge social attitudes shared by women and girls based on the assumption that they “should tolerate violence to keep the family together”, and those attitudes shared instead by men and boys which very often excuse and normalize “certain forms of violence or violence under certain circumstances (such as provocation)”\textsuperscript{301}. Despite all the campaigns organized by the Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth (MSWY) in collaboration with other ministries and international organizations such as UN Women\textsuperscript{302}, and, although it can definitely
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be said that Albanian authorities have made valuable efforts in order to increase the national support for the strategy of zero tolerance towards violence against women by “linking the issues of gender equality and violence against women, and involving men and boys as actors of change in combating stereotypes and rejecting all forms of violence”, in direct conflict with what is foreseen by Article 12 of the Convention the pervasiveness of gender roles and stereotypes within the families and Albanian society at large does seem to confirm the tendency of social tolerance and acceptance of VAW. As it has been suggested by GREVIO, to better comply with Article 13 of the Convention, Albanian authorities should also launch awareness-raising campaigns in order to promote women and girls’ rights (including their right to access the justice system) by informing rape survivors and, more in general, victims of VAW about “possible legal redresses and available societal support, where victims may turn to for help and incidences of violence might be reported”. Focusing instead on the legal obligations deriving from Article 14 of the Convention that enshrines the importance of education in preventing and combating violence against women, it is worth to mention that despite the initiative “School, a community center – a friendly school for all” and the organization of trainings on gender stereotypes with teachers and communities of parents, and, even though from primary school to university level Albanian educational curricula, textbooks and other pedagogical material take into account not only principles such as mutual respect and the peaceful settlement of conflicts but also principles such as gender equality, non-discrimination based on gender and gender stereotypes, GREVIO has rightly highlighted the fact that this process of mainstreaming gender related issues at the educational level has not included violence against women and, despite having raised awareness on specific forms of violence such as trafficking of human beings, all various forms of VAW have not only not been explicitly addressed in university study programmes or teacher training modules but, more importantly, violence against women has not been explained as a gender-based phenomenon.

Hence, to increase the chances of the eradication of VAW, the independent body has not only formally encouraged the authorities “to incorporate teaching about the
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various forms of gender-based violence against women and girls in curricula at all levels of formal education from pre-primary to higher education”, but also to comply with Article 14 Paragraph 2 of the Convention by promoting “the principles of equality between women and men, non-stereotyped gender roles, mutual respect, non-violent conflict resolution in interpersonal relationships in non-formal education, as well as in sports, cultural and leisure activities”307. Considering instead Article 15 and its requirement to train professionals in order to foster and strengthen their abilities to deal with cases of violence against women by effectively and sensitively supporting the survivors, it is important to note that, especially after the adoption of the legislation on domestic violence, many are the improvements made by Albania that have been recognized and welcomed by GREVIO who ensures that Albanian law enforcement officers, prosecutors and criminal justice professionals “have already incorporated knowledge on the Istanbul Convention and the topics referred to in its Article 15 (namely prevention and detection of violence, equality between women and men, the needs and rights of victims and the prevention of secondary victimisation) in their professional curricula and university study programmes, as well as in-service training modules” as confirmed by the adoption and the use of the numerous training manuals in the School of Magistrates and the Police Academy308. Nevertheless, based on the evidence that these improvements seem to be limited to domestic violence, the independent body has highlighted the need to provide in-service trainings for professionals that actually takes into proper account all the other forms of violence against women, such as sexual violence and rape, that are normally not addressed during the majority of trainings309. Lastly, focusing on the preventive intervention and treatment programmes foreseen in Article 16, Albanian authorities have confirmed in the First Country Report that “the programs on perpetrators are almost entirely new in Albania and in a limited and insufficient number”310: taking into account the fact that Albania does not seem to provide any treatment program aimed at supporting and helping perpetrators of sexual violence to avoid recurring to violence once again, Albanian authorities have been encouraged to “set up and/or encourage the setting-up
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and support treatment programmes for perpetrators of sexual assault and rape, with a view to minimising recidivism"311.

Focusing now on Austria, a great number of awareness-raising campaigns and activities have been funded by Austrian authorities and mainly carried out by NGOs: beside world-wide campaigns such as the “16 Days of Action against Gender-based Violence” and the “One Billion Rising Campaign”, other activities such as art contests, poster campaigns and promotion of the violence against women hotline have been organized312. For the specific purpose of this research it is worth to mention the fact that first of all, numerous campaigns such as “One no is enough” and “A yes is something else” aimed at the reform of the Austrian rape legislation were carried out and secondly, the majority of campaigns that have been organized to raise awareness about VAW by reaching the whole population including children, young people, migrants, and professionals such as journalists and health-care workers, have paid particular attention to issues such as date-rape drugs and sexual violence313. Welcoming all the efforts made by Austria in order to comply with Article 13 of the Convention and formally recognizing the meaningful contribution in terms of awareness raising resulted from the implementation of these campaigns, GREVIO has nonetheless suggested first of all to effectively evaluate all the campaigns and activities that are carried out in order to being able to establish their real impact in terms of raising awareness and second of all, “to expand the scope of awareness-raising activities to address the root causes of violence against women and what may be perceived as growing anti-feminist attitudes”, attitudes that, according to the monitoring body, seem to have weakened the degree of commitment in the fight for the prevention and eradication of VAW314.

Concerning Austria’s compliance with Article 14 of the Convention instead, GREVIO has made particular emphasis on the necessity to integrate thematics such as violence against women and children, gender-based violence against children and youth with disabilities, female genital mutilation, forced marriage, gender equality, women’s rights as human rights, boys and masculinities, mobbing in schools and women in armed conflict in all compulsory academic curricula315. In fact, while the nine provinces
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responsible for early childhood education in kindergarten have already started to educate children in a gender-sensitive manner but without covering issues such as violence against women (not even in an age-appropriate way), the Federal Ministry of Education has established that the curriculum in primary and secondary schools has to include subjects such as gender equality and non-violent conflict resolution in interpersonal relationships. Besides the thematics mentioned above, additional teaching material concerning other subjects such as for example violence against women and children, gender equality or women’s rights is provided by the government funded centre for civic education (POLIS) but, even though the 2014-16 National Strategy on the Prevention of Violence in Schools has been adopted by the federal government in order to ensure as well a wider use of the POLIS material, it is important to note that, de facto, this material is accessed online by teachers on a regular but nonetheless voluntary base, and it is for this particular reason that GREVIO has highlighted the need to include a broader range of subjects directly in the compulsory academics curricula so that all children can be educated on these themes independently of their teachers’ willingness to use POLIS material and to promote gender equality in their teaching. Referring to Article 15 and the obligation to train professionals that deal with victims of violence against women, GREVIO has concluded that the Austrian case presents “a mixed picture regarding the level of training on violence against women which members of the various professions receive”. Taking into particular consideration the training of criminal justice professionals, it is important to highlight that the category of criminal justice professionals is considered as the less trained in terms of VAW because, even if “the four-year training programme for judges and public prosecutors provides for special seminars on dealing with victims in criminal proceedings and on the topic of (sexual) violence against children, along with a mandatory two-week placement in a violence protection centre or other social institution”, Austrian legislation does not prescribe mandatory in-service training for judges and prosecutors on issues such as violence against women, equality between women and men, victims’ rights and needs and the prevention of secondary
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victimisation\textsuperscript{320}. Therefore, in order to comply with Article 15 of the Convention, Austrian authorities have been strongly encouraged “to provide for compulsory vocational training for legal professionals on all issues listed in Article 15 of the Istanbul Convention”\textsuperscript{321}. Contrary to what has been said about Albania, in Austria sex offenders have the possibility to follow treatment programmes aimed at changing their behaviour to prevent them from re-offending\textsuperscript{322}: as confirmed by Austria in its national report, “sex offenders are subject to mandatory care supervision by the Neustart organisation and on average there are around 600 sex offenders under supervision”\textsuperscript{323}. Because of the existence and functioning of these treatment programmes which generally foresee the active and court-ordered participation of the perpetrator of sexual violence in one-on-one frequent and intense counselling sessions with a Neustart trained social worker, Austria can be considered as perfectly complying with Article 16 of the Istanbul Convention\textsuperscript{324}.

In Denmark, a great number of awareness raising campaigns and activities focusing on dating violence, stalking, rape, domestic and honour-related violence have already been conducted and they confirm Denmark’s compliance with Article 13 of the Istanbul Convention\textsuperscript{325}. According to the national report submitted to GREVIO by Denmark, beside the campaigns launched to raise-awareness on violence in the family and in intimate relations with specific focus on the phenomenon of teen dating violence, the prevention of sex crimes and the encouragement of rape survivors to report to the police have been placed at the very center of the action plan Respect for Victims of Rape carried out by police officers\textsuperscript{326}. Therefore, focusing specifically on rape, it can definitely be said that the campaigns have been organized in order to raise awareness in both the general public and professionals such as law enforcement officers and as it has been argued by GREVIO, “it is in particular the awareness-raising of professionals around stalking and rape which has led to improvements in responding to such violence”\textsuperscript{327}.
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Taking now into examination Denmark’s compliance with Article 14 of the Convention, according to GREVIO “topics related to human rights, gender equality, health and sexual education are included in the formal curricula for primary and secondary schools, which means that many of the areas of teaching required by Article 14 of the Istanbul Convention are addressed in some form”\textsuperscript{328}. Nevertheless, although guaranteeing gender equality and equal opportunities for both girls and boys are considered as fundamental values in danish society\textsuperscript{329}, child’s right to protection against physical violence is addressed in the teaching materials without taking into account its gender dimension, without taking into consideration the fact that girls and boys experience violence in a different way and therefore, as argued by GREVIO, in all the curricula for both primary and secondary schools “linkages would have to be made to gender roles, stereotypes and women’s human rights as well as specific aspects related to domestic violence and violence against women as gender-based violence”\textsuperscript{330}.

Moreover, as it was the case for Austria, it is important to note that teachers get access to online teaching material on a voluntary base and, since it remains extremely difficult to estimate the numbers of users and understand how many and which schools are actually able to guarantee that existing teaching materials are \textit{de facto} used by their teachers to educate young students in a sensitive manner, GREVIO has also invited Danish authorities “to monitor how teachers make use of the existing teaching materials and how they approach issues related to domestic violence and violence against women”\textsuperscript{331}. Moving to Article 15 and the legal obligation to guarantee ensure initial and in-service trainings of professionals who deal with survivors or perpetrators of VAW, similarly at the case of Austria, the country report submitted by Denmark provides “a mixed picture regarding the level of specific trainings undertaken by members of the various professions”\textsuperscript{332}. Nevertheless, in great contrast with the Austrian situation, in Denmark judges are not only provided with many in-service courses and seminars about VAW and equal rights of men and women by the Court Administration, but they are also trained in order to being able to deal with perpetrators and, above all, with
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vulnerable victims in a proper and sensitive manner during criminal proceedings. Moreover, it is important to note that if on the one side, the health-care professionals and the staff working in the various support services such as women’s shelters and rape centres have been considered by GREVIO as well-trained in order to individuate and effectively respond to survivors’ needs, on the other side the independent body has strongly encouraged “the Danish authorities to introduce compulsory initial training for law enforcement agents, covering all forms of violence against women including domestic violence, and to ensure continuous in-service training modules for law-enforcement professionals throughout the country”. Finally, focusing on Article 16 and the existence of treatment programmes for sex offenders, in the Danish country report it can be read that “the Danish Prison and Probation Service offers general treatment programmes for sexual perpetrators as a supplement or an alternative to imprisonment aimed at preventing perpetrators from re-offending”. Taking into account that at the base of all treatment programmes for sex offenders there is always their voluntary participation, GREVIO has also encouraged “the Danish authorities to use all available means to ensure such programmes are widely attended” in order to extend the possibility to be treated and to achieve behavioural change by adopting non-violent attitudes to the largest number of perpetrators of sexual violence.

Closing the analysis of States’ compliance with Chapter III of the Convention with Monaco, many initiatives and campaigns have been organized mainly by the Department of Social Affairs and Health with the aim to promote family solidarity and to prevent intra-family violence by fostering family mediation. Despite having welcomed Monaco’s efforts to raise awareness through the initiatives mentioned above and having appreciated its commitment toward the eradication of VAW that has been reaffirmed especially during the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, GREVIO has nevertheless highlighted the fact that, because “children, dependent elderly people and the family as such appear to be the primary categories of persons and groups that these actions are seeking to protect, whereas the rights of
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victims of violence, in the context of women’s rights in general, are not addressed to any great extent”, a stronger emphasis on violence against women as a gender-based phenomenon and the dimension of gender equality should be included in all the raising awareness activities and initiatives proposed by Monegasque authorities\textsuperscript{340}. Analysing instead Monaco’s compliance with the Convention in terms of education, it must be noted that the academic curricula are basically organized on the model proposed by the “Education Nationale française” and they include civic education courses and educational activities focused on issues related to human rights, equality and stereotypes\textsuperscript{341}. Nevertheless, while particular attention has been focused on themes such as bullying, violations of privacy, child pornography images, insults and threats, and age of sexual consent, as it has been the case with the Monegasque raising-awareness campaigns mentioned above, the gender dimension of violence against girls and women and all the issues related specifically to gender equality, once again, do not seem to have been properly included and highlighted in the educational activities taking place in schools and, for this particular reason, GREVIO has encouraged Monegasque authorities to increase their efforts to ensure full compliance with Article 14 of the Convention that, beside formally requiring the production and distribution of “suitable teaching material on issues such as equality between women and men, non-stereotyped gender roles, mutual respect, non-violent conflict resolution in interpersonal relationships, gender-based violence against women and the right to personal integrity”, it also demands these thematics to be formally included in all the academic curricula at all levels of education\textsuperscript{342}. In terms of Article 15 and training of professional, in its country report Monaco makes reference to the Law No. 1.382 introduced into Monegasque legislation in 2011 to guarantee, inter alia, trainings for all the professionals (including law enforcement officers, judges and health-care professionals) that are supposed to work in contact with victims of violence, women in particular\textsuperscript{343}. Even though several training sessions have been organized in order to consolidate and boost professionals’ ability to understand, communicate with and support victims of violence, lawyers did not receive the possibility to be trained on issues such as violence against women and domestic
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violence and, more in general, all the trainings organized did not actually cover “the trauma suffered and the treatment needs which are specific to victims of sexual violence”\textsuperscript{344}.

Therefore, despite GREVIO’s words of appreciation towards the reasonable good level of inter-agency awareness and cooperation confirmed by the broad-consultations that took place between all relevant Monegasque institutions with the aim to provide adequate training to all professionals, the independent body has recommended Monegasque authorities to guarantee the possibility to receive adequate training to all professionals (including lawyers) and to ensure that all training activities are designed taking a gender-based approach to violence which clearly requires the inclusion of gender equality and all the various forms of violence against women covered by the Istanbul Convention (including sexual violence) in the training of professionals\textsuperscript{345}. Finally, as it has been reported by the Principality of Monaco itself, despite the peculiar characteristics of the country and its reduced occurrence of the phenomenon of VAW, treatment programmes for perpetrators of violence against women are also provided by the State as foreseen by Article 16 of the Istanbul Convention\textsuperscript{346}. It is important to note that, with the entry into force of Law No. 1.382, Monegasque legislation has introduced treatment programmes for perpetrators of VAW mainly “as an alternative sentence or additional to a custodial sentence” by envisaging the possibility to be treated only when perpetrators are \textit{de facto} convicted by a court\textsuperscript{347}. Taking also into account the fact that perpetrators are not obliged but instead they are formally requested to express their consent to be treated\textsuperscript{348}, GREVIO has urged “the authorities to take the necessary measures to encourage or require perpetrators of violence to attend programmes fostering responsible behaviour in order to combat any re-occurrence of acts of psychological, physical, sexual or economic violence, including in the domestic environment”\textsuperscript{349}.
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2.4 Protection and support for female rape survivors (Chapter IV)

Evaluating first of all the level of protection and support provided by Albanian authorities, it is important to note that according to GREVIO, Albania has made numerous efforts to comply with the Convention by setting up a comprehensive and multi-agency based system of protection and support of victims of violence: especially after the adoption of the 2006 Law on Domestic Violence, the first referral mechanism has been established and, despite the gaps and deficits that still have to be taken into account by authorities, many are the improvements that have increased the level of protection and support of victims of VAW in Albania.\textsuperscript{350}

One of the main critical observations made by the independent body regards the fact that protection and support services in Albania do not seem to properly respond to all forms of violence against women, but almost exclusively to domestic violence\textsuperscript{351}: if on the one side in Albania’s country report it can be read that “every part in the Referral Mechanism is a responsible authority when informed of a domestic or gender-based violence case”\textsuperscript{352}, on the other side GREVIO confirmed of being “extremely concerned that the majority of victims of sexual violence are likely to receive little or no protection”\textsuperscript{353}. As a matter of fact, beside the fact that in Albania sexual violence and rape are still socially perceived and treated as taboos and therefore they are rarely reported and condemned, even the survivors who decide to report having been raped, a part from the possibility to enter hospitals and undergo medical and forensic examinations, they don’t have any chance to approach rape crisis or sexual violence referral centres to get help in form of trauma support, psychological counselling or support during court proceedings because these centres simply do not exist\textsuperscript{354}. Therefore, in order to comply with Article 25 of the Convention and to encourage reporting of sexual violence and rape, Albanian authorities have been urged to set up rape-crisis centres and/or sexual violence referral centres with the aim to provide support and address victims’ needs\textsuperscript{355}.
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Focusing now on Austria, in the Baseline Report published by GREVIO the monitoring body has formally recognized not only the fact that various types of general and special support services are actually provided to victims of violence by Austrian authorities, but also the fact that the majority of these support services have been introduced before and therefore are not the results of the entry into force of the Istanbul Convention.\(^{356}\) Considering the support specifically provided to rape survivors and victims of sexual violence, it is important to mention that in Graz, Eisenstadt, Innsbruck, Linz and Vienna there are actually five specialised counselling centres responsible to protect and provide support to victims of sexual violence (women and girls from the age of 14).\(^{357}\) Nevertheless, as it has been highlighted by GREVIO, “while each of the nine provinces in Austria provides the required violence protection centre for domestic violence and stalking victims, only five have a specialised counselling service for victims of sexual violence and rape and this is mainly due to the lack of adequate and/or sufficiently long-term funding for these services”\(^{358}\).

The tendency to concentrate efforts to eradicate domestic violence by, \textit{inter alia}, increasing the number and the regional spread of domestic violence services only, tendency that as we have seen is shared as well by other countries evaluated by GREVIO, is also confirmed by the fact that referrals for victims of domestic violence are always ensured by Austrian law enforcement officers that, by contrast, are not obliged to refer for example rape cases to the existing specialized centres.\(^{359}\) Based on the evident disparity that exists between the level of protection and support reserved to victims of domestic violence and to victims of any other type of violence, Austrian authorities have been urged to set up and properly fund sexual violence/rape centres also in the remaining four provinces where support and counselling are not currently provided in order “to ensure that the specialist support services meet the demands of victims, irrespective of the form of violence they experienced or the particular realities and compounding difficulties they face”\(^{360}\).

Concerning Denmark, it is important to note that beside the specialized treatments provided and reimbursed to all victims of crime (including victims of
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violence) by the Danish health system, women and girls above the age of 15 victims of sexual violence can at all times seek help and support in ten specialized centres which enable survivors to undergo to acute forensic-medical examinations and provide psychological counselling and other types of support independently of a referral from the general practitioner. Moreover, it is worth to mention that a part from the results of the forensic examinations, health professionals working in the centres also collect informations and details concerning the circumstances of the incidents and, in case the victims will freely decide to report the assault to law enforcement officers, all the informations obtained from the victims included in the centre’s reports could also serve as additional evidence during investigation proceedings and later on during trials.

Despite having formally recognized the “highly professional service for rape victims” offered in Denmark, GREVIO has nonetheless expressed its concern regarding the fact that victims have the opportunity to take advantage of only five sessions of psychological treatment and that, de facto, there is no guarantee the psychological support needed by victims will be automatically ensured to each one of them in the long-term and therefore, Danish authorities have been strongly encouraged by GREVIO to “ensure the necessary holistic, mid- and long-term psycho-social and other support for women victims of rape and sexual assault in an adequate geographic distribution”.

It could definitely be argued that Denmark has shown a rather high level of compliance with Article 25 of the Istanbul Convention.

Nevertheless, the same cannot be said about the Principality of Monaco. The only relevant information concerning the support for victims of sexual violence that has been included in the national report submitted by Monaco is the one referring to the existence of the so called “polyvalence” which is the mission conducted by two polyvalent social assistants responsible to deal with all kinds of social problems including violence against women. Beside the support of these two social assistants essentially charged with informing the victims of violence about their rights and helping them to explain and describe the violence they have suffered, Monaco does not even provide the possibility to undergo to forensic medical examination and, as it can be read
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in GREVIO’s evaluation report, “where necessary, it is possible to request an expert opinion from French forensic examiners.” Moreover, since the majority of medical certificates are written by Accident and Emergency doctors that generally haven’t received adequate training on VAW and in particular sexual violence, the medical certificates are often not suitable to be used as medical evidence during trials mainly because important medical details are missing, patient’s statements have not been properly written down or, as GREVIO reports, due to the fact that, despite a potential discrepancy between the injuries observed and the patient’s statement, “conclusions as to whether the findings tally with the victims’ account” are generally not included in the certificates by A&E doctors. Therefore, in order to comply with Article 25 of the Istanbul Convention, Monegasque authorities have to guarantee to victims of sexual violence the possibility to undergo to forensic medical examination as well as adequate trainings have to be provided to health-care professionals with the aim to “avoid the risk of loss of evidence which is essential for any subsequent court proceedings.”

2.5 Access to justice for female survivors of rape (Chapter VI)

Starting this comparative analysis from Albania, it must be immediately noted that in the country report submitted by the State, the whole section dedicated to the description of measures taken in terms of investigation, prosecution, procedural law and protective measures has been exclusively focused on the measures adopted in order to provide “a quick and coordinated response to domestic violence cases and ensuring protection of the victims.” In fact, taking into account the level of law enforcement officers’ response to VAW, despite the numerous improvements that have been made by Albanian authorities such as the rise in the number of women joining the police force which could not only tackle the social pervasiveness of sexist stereotypes but also positively affect and increase the low reporting rate of rape incidents, GREVIO has insisted on the necessity to guarantee all police districts dispose of trained professionals,
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including women psychologists, capable to properly deal with women victims of all forms of violence covered in the Convention and not only with those victims of domestic violence\textsuperscript{370}. Moreover, it is also worth to mention that since the rape of an adult described by Article 102 of the Albanian Criminal Code constitutes a crime subject to private (and not public) prosecution, \textit{de facto}, rape cases “can only be investigated and prosecuted upon complaint of the victim and terminate if the victim withdraws the complaint or forgives the perpetrator”\textsuperscript{371}. Hence, Albanian legislation does not seem to comply with the requirements set by Article 55 Paragraph 1 of the Convention on ex parte and ex officio proceedings and considering that “expecting victims of these forms of violence to initiate private prosecution proceedings against perpetrators ignores their reluctance to report and increases the risk of secondary victimisation or further violence”, national authorities have been urged to amend the CCA to to ensure its conformity with the Convention\textsuperscript{372}. It is also worth to mention that, as it has been explained above, since the crime of rape of an adult described in Article 102 of the CCA is actually an offense that, according to Article 284 of the Albanian Criminal Procedure Code, can only be prosecuted from the moment a complaint is formally presented by the accusing harmed party, the attempt to conciliate is therefore foreseen by Article 338 of the Criminal Procedure Code\textsuperscript{373} and so Albanian legislation does not comply with the obligations deriving from Article 48 of the Convention that requires from state parties “to prohibit mandatory alternative dispute resolution processes, including mediation and conciliation, in relation to all forms of violence covered by the scope of this Convention”\textsuperscript{374}. Finally, Albanian authorities’ exclusive focus on domestic violence can also be confirmed taking into account Article 57 and the obligation to provide legal aid to victims of all forms of violence.\textsuperscript{375} In fact, despite what has been reported by Albania according to which “the Legal Aid Law (No.10039/22.12.2008) provides for the possibility and obligation of the competent government bodies to cooperate with nonprofit organizations for providing free legal
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aid for vulnerable persons who cannot hire a lawyer\textsuperscript{376}\textsuperscript{,} (emphasis added), victims of sexual violence and rape survivors’ chances to receive legal assistance from the state in order to be guaranteed effective access to legal remedies are in the words of GREVIO “non-existent”: this deficiency is not only due to the fact that the Legal Aid Law \textit{de facto} provides legal aid only to victims of domestic violence, but also because legal assistance (whenever offered) is essentially provided by NGOs that do not receive sufficient funds from the government\textsuperscript{377}. Therefore, the independent body has urged Albanian authorities “to take the necessary legislative and other measures to establish and fund appropriately an effective system of legal aid for the victims of all the forms of violence against women covered by the Convention and to recognise, support and promote the work of NGOs specialised in procuring legal assistance to victims”\textsuperscript{378}.

Concerning Austria’s compliance with Chapter VI of the Convention, it is important to say that, despite having formally recognized that “all law enforcement agencies in Austria are trained and instructed to promptly respond to all forms of crime...including (those) in relation to the various forms of violence covered by the Convention”, GREVIO has highlighted as well some deficiencies in terms of guaranteeing adequate criminal investigations and in particular, in terms of collection of evidence by law enforcement officers\textsuperscript{379}.

First of all, while approaching the issue of the collection of evidence, it is important to recall the fact that, as it has been already highlighted in the previous section, there are four provinces in Austria where no rape crisis centres exist and therefore, “rape victims are sent to a medical examination in hospital after reporting to the law enforcement agencies”\textsuperscript{380}: in order to guarantee an adequate collection of evidence that can result extremely important at the time of prosecuting alleged rapists, more rape crisis centres with trained and specialized staff should be established and law enforcement officers should increased their efforts “to collect evidence from all available sources” by fostering their collaboration with these centres that give the
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possibility to victims of sexual violence and rape survivors to undergo to forensic examinations\textsuperscript{381}.

Secondly, addressing instead the issue of reporting rape crimes, it has to be highlighted the fact that Austrian law enforcements agencies are making numerous efforts in order to guarantee a greater number of female police officers with whom victims of sexual violence and rape survivors could potentially feel more comfortable while reporting the violence suffered, but as confirmed by GREVIO, 14\% of female police officers is not sufficient in order to encourage rape reporting and increase the reporting rate\textsuperscript{382}. Focusing now on the obligations deriving from Article 55 of the Convention, it is important to highlight that, even if all crimes covered by the Convention (excluding the crimes related to sexual harassment) are prosecuted ex-officio by Austrian prosecutors\textsuperscript{383}, the low number of criminal proceedings \textit{de facto} opened by prosecutors seems to confirm their tendency to prosecute only the cases that are more likely to end with a conviction\textsuperscript{384}. Expressing its concern on the matter, in its report GREVIO has recalled the principle of due diligence enshrined in Article 5 of the Convention and strongly encouraged Austrian prosecutors to effectively ensure access to the criminal justice system to the victims of all forms of violence covered by the Convention independently of their chances to win the case in court\textsuperscript{385}. Another controversial matter individuated by the independent body concerns the practice of victim-offender mediation offered by Neustart in cases of domestic violence that can be taken as an example in order to reaffirm that mediation or conciliation processes cannot be used to replace criminal justice proceedings mainly due to the fact that the purpose of Article 48 of the Convention is prohibiting systems of alternative dispute resolution to guarantee justice for victims and to end impunity of perpetrators\textsuperscript{386}. Finally, to conclude in a positive note, in Austria “all victims of violence, serious threats and sexual offences are entitled to free psychosocial and legal court assistance”\textsuperscript{387}, since victims are not only represented and legally advised during criminal proceedings but they are also psychologically prepared and supported at all stages of investigation and prosecution it
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can definitely be argued that Austria comply with both Article 55 Paragraph 2 and Article 57 of the Convention.388

Concerning Denmark’s compliance with Chapter VI of the Convention, it can definitely be said that the response of law enforcements officers when dealing with rape cases has significantly progressed over time and particular attention has been devoted by GREVIO to the project “Respect for rape victims” implemented by Danish authorities in 2016 with the aim to raise victims’ level of satisfaction with the police officers’ response during the report and subsequently to increase the rate of rape reporting.389 Despite the discrete level of compliance with Article 50 of the Convention confirmed by the fact that in all the 12 police districts Danish law enforcements officers are trained to be able to deal with victims of all forms of violence covered by the Convention including rape and sexual assault and guidelines are available as well with the aim to instruct prosecutors, GREVIO identified few areas of improvements taking into consideration that first of all, the level of immediate response, prevention and protection offered by law enforcement officers significantly varies across the different police districts, secondly that the percentage of female law enforcement officers does not even reach 15% of the total number of Danish police officers, and thirdly that false preconceived beliefs especially about victims’ post-traumatic stress disorder and trauma-related incoherence are widely held by the majority of police officers and, as a result, they foster negative attitudes towards rape survivors and preclude a significant increase in the rate of sexual violence and rape reporting.390 Moreover, even if Denmark confirmed its compliance with Article 55 Paragraph 1 of the Convention by stating that “sexual violence is a crime prosecuted by the public”, that “the police initiates an investigation upon receiving a complaint or ex officio when there is a reasonable presumption that a criminal offence that is pursued by the public has been committed” and that “if the investigation by the police so warrants, criminal proceedings are initiated by the Prosecution Service”,391 it is important to take also into account that in Denmark only 20% of all the rape cases reported actually ends in a conviction.392 GREVIO has clearly recognized and welcomed all the efforts made by Danish
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authorities to improve the response of prosecutors and courts but, nevertheless, as it has been the case also with Austria, it has also highlighted the urgent need to always guarantee effective investigation and prosecution of rape cases to all victims of sexual violence and rape by avoiding at all costs the occurrence of the phenomenon of rape case attrition\(^\text{393}\). Considering instead Article 48 of the Convention, in its country report Danish authorities make reference to section 2 of Act no. 467 of 12 June 2009, act that gives the possibility to both victim and perpetrator to take part in a process of Victim-Offender Mediation\(^\text{394}\). Nevertheless, Denmark’s compliance with Article 48 is confirmed by the fact that both victim and perpetrator must consent to participate in the mediation, by the fact that the mediation only takes place (before of after criminal proceedings) only if the perpetrator has formally recognized his guilt and, above all, by the fact that the mediation “has no effect on the outcome of the criminal proceedings and does not replace a conviction”\(^\text{395}\). Concluding by evaluating the level of victim support guaranteed by Danish authorities during legal proceedings, it is important to note that, although victims of sexual violence and rape can formally ask to be assisted free of charge by a legal counsel during the whole investigation and prosecution phase\(^\text{396}\), police officers have the tendency to not inform the victims of this particular right\(^\text{397}\). Based on the evidence that “conviction rates for rape double in cases where women victims of rape have been assigned a victim support lawyer”, Danish authorities have increased their efforts to guarantee access to legal aid to all rape survivors and, despite having welcomed Denmark’s commitment on this particular matter, GREVIO has encouraged national authorities “to keep up their efforts in ensuring that all victims of violent crime and sexual violence are given access to victim support lawyers early into the investigation stage”\(^\text{398}\).

Finishing with the Principality of Monaco, the efforts made by the Monegasque authorities in order to guarantee an immediate and effective support to victims have been welcomed by GREVIO who has also recognized major improvements in terms of law enforcement officers’ prompt and appropriate response and compliance with Article
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50 of the Convention\textsuperscript{399}. Nevertheless, taking into consideration Article 48 of the Convention it must be noted that arbitration, transaction, conciliation and mediation are four alternative dispute resolution processes foreseen by Monegasque legislation and, as it has been stated by Monaco in its country report, there are no laws guaranteeing that these alternative dispute resolution processes won't be imposed by other means to victims of domestic violence\textsuperscript{400}. Considering the cases in which the female partner of the couple is victim of domestic violence, and taking into consideration that Article 303 of the Monegasque Civil Code allows the judges to mandate the so-called Family Mediation Unit to mediate relations within the family, especially between partners in the process of separation\textsuperscript{401}, GREVIO has reaffirmed that imposing mandatory family mediation on couples in situations involving violence does not conform with the obligation deriving from Article 48 of the Convention “to prohibit alternative dispute resolution processes in cases of violence when such processes are mandatory and take the place of adversarial court proceedings”\textsuperscript{402}. Moreover, analysing Monaco’s compliance with Article 55 Paragraph 1, since ex-parte proceedings are only foreseen in rare cases such as for example in case of family abandonment or abduction of a minor\textsuperscript{403}, Monaco does not seem to comply with the above-mentioned legal provision. Finally, based on the fact that, according to the 2011 Law n° 1.378, free legal aid is guaranteed only to those people whose annual revenues do not exceed 20,000 euros, the Principality of Monaco does not comply either with Article 57 of the Istanbul Convention\textsuperscript{404}.

\textbf{2.6 GREVIO’s evaluation: main findings}

By comparing the definitions of rape provided by the four domestic legislations, it is clear that none of the countries evaluated by GREVIO has a legal definition of rape that fully complies with the requirements of Article 36 of the Convention. In fact, it is worth to recall that, in the case of Austria, GREVIO has highlighted the “slightly
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difference” between criminalizing all non-consensual sexual acts (as required by Article 36 of the Convention) and criminalizing all the sexual acts committed against the will of the person (as provided by Article 205 of the Austrian Criminal Code) by arguing that Austria runs the real risk to end up prosecuting only the cases in which the victims have manifestly/verbally expressed their non-consent, leaving without protection, support and justice a large percentage of rape survivors that might have freezed, remaining passive and without saying anything but that nevertheless did not consent.405

In terms of collecting data and providing accurate statistics about rape, it can be argued that there is a tendency widely shared by all the countries reviewed to avoid collecting data in a sex and age disaggregated manner. Moreover, the type of relationship between the perpetrator and the victims is hardly taken into account when collecting data and, as a result, it remains quite difficult to assess the magnitude of the phenomenon of sexual violence, including rape. Taking Denmark as an example, data are usually not sex-disaggregated mainly due to the gender neutral approach adopted by Danish authorities, approach that has been considered by GREVIO not as a manifestation of a high level of gender equality but, on the very contrary, as a failure to recognize VAW and sexual violence as a gendered phenomenon406. Finally, it is also important to note that the difficulties (not to say the lack of will) encountered by law enforcement agencies and prosecutors in collecting accurate data that have emerged from the comparative analysis actually reduce the chances to get a clear picture on the real number of rape cases de facto investigated and prosecuted ending with a conviction.

Focusing on the need and the measures adopted to prevent rape incidents from occurring in the very first place, many efforts have been made by all four countries evaluated by GREVIO and numerous measures have been generally adopted in order to tackle VAW, sexual violence and rape especially in terms of education, awareness raising and training of professionals. Nevertheless, it is crucial to highlight that, especially in the case of Albania and Monaco, all the improvements made in terms of mainstreaming gender related issues have been mainly focused on domestic violence and all the other forms of VAW covered by the Istanbul Convention have received little
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attention from national authorities while implementing prevention measures\textsuperscript{407}. Moreover, GREVIO has also repeatedly highlighted the necessity to make a stronger emphasis on VAW as a gendered phenomenon and the need to adopt a gender-based approach to VAW has been considered as fundamental and crucial factor to take into proper account while designing awareness raising campaigns, educational curricula and training of professionals\textsuperscript{408}.

As it has been the case with the prevention of rape incidents, numerous efforts have been also made by all the countries under-review in order to create a comprehensive and multi-agency based system of protection and support of survivors of VAW\textsuperscript{409}. Nevertheless, with the exception of Denmark, once again support services have tententially been set up in order to respond almost exclusively to cases of domestic violence\textsuperscript{410}; the evident disparity between the level of protection and support reserved to victims of domestic violence and to victims of other types of violence has been mainly confirmed by the fact that rape centres either do not exist as in the case of Albania and Monaco or, if set up, they are not geographically distributed in order to cover all the provinces of a country such as in the example of Austria. Finally, it is also important to highlight the fact that GREVIO has strongly emphasized, especially in the case of Monaco, the importance of guaranteeing prompt forensic examination carried out by trained medical staff mainly to guarantee the existence of medical evidence to strongly support survivors’ claims during the investigation and prosecution proceedings and to avoid cases of secondary victimization in which rape survivors’ credibility and conduct are unfortunately but usually questioned\textsuperscript{411}.

In terms of guaranteeing access to justice to female rape survivors, many are the challenges the four countries reviewed by GREVIO still have to face. First of all, even if free legal aid is guaranteed to victims of VAW in all countries except for Albania and, despite the positive example of Austria where psychological support is insured along with the free legal aid for the whole duration of investigation and prosecution
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proceedings, female victims of VAW are generally not promptly informed about their rights. Moreover, despite the national efforts to guarantee a greater number of female police officers so that the low reporting rate of rape incidents could increase by tackling the social pervasiveness of sexist stereotypes, the percentage of female police officers is still very reduced. It is also worth to mention that, even in a country generally thought to be pioneer in terms of gender equality such as Denmark, false beliefs especially about victim’s post-traumatic stress disorder and trauma-related incoherence are still widely held by law enforcement officers and, as a result, they foster negative attitudes towards rape survivors and preclude a significant increase in the rate of sexual violence and rape reporting. Additionally, the low number of criminal proceedings de facto opened by prosecutors seems to confirm the widely shared tendency to prosecute only winnable cases, namely those cases with strong proofs of evidence and that, by complying with the myth of “real rape”, will more likely end with a conviction. Finally, it is also important to note that, even though GREVIO has clarified that “for the sake of brevity, the reports prioritise some provisions over others” and therefore “they do not present detailed assessments and conclusions on every provision”, the degree of state compliance with Article 54 of the Istanbul Convention establishing that “in any civil or criminal proceedings, evidence relating to the sexual history and conduct of the victim shall be permitted only when it is relevant and necessary” hasn’t been evaluated even if it might have contributed to better access the level of pervasiveness of RMA and of secondary victimization at the European level.

To conclude, despite the numerous improvements State Parties have made to comply with the Convention, further efforts are needed to eradicate the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance, to prevent gender-based violence against women and guarantee access to justice to female rape survivors.

CONCLUSIONS

This research focused on the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance, its corrosive effect on society's ability to prosecute and convict rapists and its implications in terms of guaranteeing effective access to justice to female rape survivors. Rape myths, namely false and preconceived notions of how a rape survivor ‘should’ behave before, during and after an attack, have been meticulously presented as factors influencing the social definition and perception of rape. In order to understand the mechanism behind rape myths endorsement and the legal and social implications of rape myths acceptance, this work examined the functions of rape myths. Evidence suggests that rape myths are generally used as a cognitive schema to interpret information, to evaluate rape cases and to attribute the blame to either the alleged victim or perpetrator. Considering that rape myths can greatly influence the process of attribution of responsibility in rape cases, it has been highlighted the fact that whenever the characteristics and the experience of a rape survivor cannot match with the stereotyped descriptions of “real rape” and “genuine victim”, rape survivors will be more likely to be considered in some way responsible and to be blamed for their own assault.

As a result of rape myths acceptance, rape survivors are often denigrated and blamed while rapists’ violent tendencies are tacitly justified, legitimized and normalized. Bearing in mind that these preexisting stereotypes about rape are in a position to influence the way in which rape is defined and perceived by all the members of our society, including police officers and prosecutors, this work has analysed the implications of rape myths acceptance in prosecutorial decision-making and criminal justice.

As the tendency to call into question the credibility of the alleged victims during the investigation process and to deal only with strong winnable cases presenting the
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defining characteristics of “real rape”, seems to be widely shared among law enforcement officers, female survivors often avoid reporting being raped to the police in the very first place421. To understand the under-reporting and the reasons behind the generally small percentage of trials that results in convictions, it has been explained that, while delivering a judgment, judges take into consideration both evidence-based legal factors (such as the presence of physical or forensic evidence, the presence of a weapon or a witness) and extralegal factors based on rape myths such as the victim credibility, the victim-suspect relationship and last but not least, the victim characteristics422. Because of the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance and its implications in the manner in which law enforcement officers and criminal justice professionals investigate and prosecute rape cases, female rape survivors’ rights to access the justice system and to be equally treated and protected by the law, can and are generally, seriously compromised.

Considering that rape myths are usually the product of entrenched gender roles stereotypes and that, despite the legal improvements made in terms of violence against women resulted from the adoption of international instrument and the domestic reforms of civil and criminal codes, the ways in which rape survivors are often treated haven’t considerably improved423, the different feminist approach of the Ethics of Care has been chosen to frame the debate about how to tackle rape myths acceptance and to ensure access to justice to female victims of rape. As I have argued by resorting to the Ethics of Care, building “caring societies” entails fostering societies based on the existence of caring relations between their interdependent members that become actively involved in ensuring all people’s needs will be met and all people’s rights will be guaranteed and respected424.

Taking into specific account the European context and the importance of the entry into force of the Council of Europe Istanbul Convention, the aim of this research has been precisely to assess how the Convention has defined rape and to what extent it has contributed in creating a “European caring society” in which female rape survivors’
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rights to access the justice system and to be equally treated and protected by the law have been recognized and effectively guaranteed.

From the examination of the legal dispositions concerning rape contained in the Istanbul Convention and the comparative analysis of the four national reports submitted by State Parties to GREVIO and the baseline country evaluations published by this monitoring body, it has emerged that the Istanbul Convention constitutes a milestone in the history of women’s human rights. The Convention clearly sets important and powerful standards at the regional and international level to contribute improving legislation and policies in order to prevent and eradicate rape. The analysis of Article 36 of the Convention and its consent-based definition of rape has clearly confirmed that even if altering the legal definition of rape hasn’t and won’t automatically result in the modification of how rape is socially perceived and defined, nevertheless, it is of crucial importance to reform domestic criminal codes in order to guarantee access to justice and to remedies to all rape survivors. Nevertheless, in line with the holistic approach adopted to draft the Convention, it remains of foremost importance adopting and implementing comprehensive policies to fight root causes and prevent violence against women in all its manifestations, as well as to support the victims and to effectively prosecute the perpetrators. The transformative potential of the Convention to address violence against women in a comprehensive manner and, more specifically, to tackle the pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance has been also confirmed by the numerous improvements made by the four states evaluated by GREVIO, especially in terms of ensuring “far-reaching changes in attitudes and beliefs towards women, their role and status in society, their sexuality” and prevent violence against women. Finally, the fact that in the States comments on GREVIO’s reports national authorities have welcomed and generally accepted the monitoring body’s findings confirms that, even if only four countries have been evaluated up until now, through the in-depth analysis of
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the various national contexts and the mobilization of its expertise to advice and support national authorities, GREVIO has already developed the credibility and legitimacy necessary to have a real impact in combating and preventing violence against women and domestic violence\(^\text{429}\).

To conclude, the Istanbul Convention clearly constitutes the most important milestone to achieve the goal of creating a “European caring society”. Nevertheless, in terms of implementation and despite the numerous improvements State Parties have made to comply with the Convention, eradicating the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance and fostering a European caring society in which access to justice is effectively guaranteed to female rape survivors will require a strong commitment and further efforts to improve a system that is already working but needs to be improved.

Considering that many States Parties to the Convention have already and are currently demonstrating great interest in sharing among them good examples of implementation of specific provisions of the Convention, the existence and the proper functioning of GREVIO’s monitoring and evaluation mechanism will hopefully continue to provide a vital forum to coordinate the fight against all manifestations of gender-based violence and to enable the exchange of best practices among States Parties\(^\text{430}\).

Considering the urgent need to address the issues concerning rape which has been also confirmed by the recent developments with the La Manada case in Spain and, being the very first piece of work focusing on GREVIO’s evaluation of state compliance with the Istanbul Convention specifically concerning rape, my research can contribute to the existing debate on this specific matter by providing a clear picture of the current “European reality of rape” highlighting both the social pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance and the transformative potential of the Istanbul Convention. Nevertheless, taking into account that only four Baseline Evaluation Reports have been published and that new ones will be released by GREVIO, future researches will be needed to actualize, update and further complement this work by hopefully presenting the picture of a social, cultural and legal environment in which rape is not tacitly supported and justified anymore.

\(^{429}\) Interview with Johanna Nelles, (n.427)

\(^{430}\) Ibid.
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APPENDIX

1. Interview with Johanna Nelles, Violence against women expert, Council of Europe (Strasbourg, 15/06/2018)

Rachele Daffara: My thesis is focusing on the pervasiveness of rape myths acceptance at the European level and the main aim of my research is to evaluate what is the potential of the Istanbul Convention and also the contribution of GREVIO's Baseline evaluation in creating a "European Caring Society". Theoretically speaking, by saying "European Caring Society" I refer to the so called Ethics of Care of Virginia Held that argues that in order to create a "caring society" it is necessary to ensure the existence of caring relations between its interdependent members, members that become actively involved in ensuring all people’s needs will be met and all people’s rights will be guaranteed and respected. So, in order to answer to my research question I decided to analyze and compare GREVIO's evaluation of Albania, Austria, Denmark and Monaco taking into account provisions that specifically refer to rape and rape myths acceptance and therefore I conducted my comparative research taking into account five different factors: the legal definition of sexual violence, including rape so Article 36, data collection and thus Article 11, all the prevention and the protection provisions of the Convention (in the case of protection in particular Article 25), and finally the measures related to access to justice for female rape survivors. In fact, the very first part of my research has been entirely devoted to the explanation of the phenomenon of rape myths acceptance and its consequences in terms of guaranteeing access to justice to female rape survivors.

I have to admit, at the beginning of my analysis I honestly thought that I would have found various things GREVIO was actually "doing wrong" but I have to say that it has been difficult to find appropriate questions to make today and that overall I am positively surprised and impressed with GREVIO's work. Nevertheless, I have some questions for you.

So, here comes the first one.
By comparing the definitions of rape provided by the four domestic legislations examined by GREVIO, it results that none of the countries evaluated - not even Austria - has a legal definition of rape that fully complies with the requirements of Article 36 of the Convention.

Johanna Nelles: Yes, but Austria's provision on rape is really close. There is only a tiny detail that is not quite as required by Article 36 of the Istanbul Convention.

Rachele Daffara: Yes, of course, that is why I said fully comply. So, beside urging or strongly encouraging national authorities to amend their respective criminal codes and comply with Article 36 of the Convention, is there something else that GREVIO could do to achieve this goal and contribute to bring about this change? I'm thinking about the debate that has raised after the sentence of the La Manada Case in Spain: so we have a state that has formally ratified the Convention, we have a case where this 18 years old girls was actually raped by five people and there are also videos because she was even filmed. I mean, it was a clear case with a typical rape scenario and the girl can even be considered the "perfect victim" and still, we have judges that are excusing the perpetrators, that did not give let's say a wider, an expansive interpretation of their national legislation in order to comply with the Convention: they could have taken into account what the Convention says because Spain ratified the Convention but they did not and, as a matter of fact, one of the judges has even recognized stealing the girl's phone as the only crime committed.

So in the light of this, beside monitoring and evaluating states' compliance with the Convention is there something that can be done and, if yes, what can be done by GREVIO? As I wrote in my question list, while we were focusing on human trafficking back in Cyprus we discussed the 2009 Model Law against Trafficking in Persons developed by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to assist States in implementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. For example, could GREVIO do the same with the Istanbul Convention by designing a Model Law adaptable to the needs of each State whatever its legal tradition/context and social, economic, cultural and geographical conditions are?
Johanna Nelles: That's an interesting thought. And a difficult question. There are several answers and several ideas that come to my mind in response to your question. First of all, I think that the question of the legal definition of the crime of rape is only one aspect of arriving at good outcomes because there are great differences in the way rape is defined and yet some judges manage to achieve really good convictions in cases that are even less clear. To me, it's more about the question of implementation and the work that goes around building the case, it is how you build a case. And of course the issue is not only the judge because he's at the very end of the justice chain: we have to start from the beginning. What is crucial is the moment a rape is reported, it is the collection of evidence, it's whether law enforcement agencies are willing or instructed to look for supporting evidence or if they are just going to focus on what the victim has said. A lot of investigating officers seem to think that the only thing to do is to speak to the victim and if she doesn't want to speak, if she doesn't want to say anything, well then there is no case. And this is the case also with domestic violence: often, there is not enough done to find witnesses, whereas for other types of crime witnesses are more readily identified and questioned. Has anybody seen anything or heard anything? You walk around the whole building, you ask questions, you ask the neighbors. There is not enough good police work around rape and that is problematic. Without enough evidence collected at the early stage the case is going to be sent to the prosecution and the prosecutor is going to look at it not being able to do much especially because it is also a question of timing, you have to act fast, quickly, you cannot wait 3 to 6 months to interrogate and ask people if they have heard or seen something. So the prosecutor won't have much choice really, but even if the case is sent to Court, it is there that it is going to end because of the lack of sufficient evidence. At every single step of the way things need to be improved: this requires practical skills as the collection of evidence, but also a change in attitudes and the value that the police, prosecutors and the judges attribute to these cases.

Without specialist units who really want to work on these cases and who have acquired specialist knowledge, outcomes in rape cases are unlikely to improve. One thing that seems to be working well is having specialist police units that investigate sexual offences and then specialist prosecution units. Such pooling of specialist knowledge seems to make a great difference but then of course, issues of gender bias and attitudes
of judges remain. Merely focusing on changing the definition of rape will not be enough because it takes time for changes to the law to translate into new/different jurisprudence. It is important to find a way to accompany changes to the criminal code with seminars, awareness-raising, and training. When it comes to training, the independence of the judiciary is often inferred because judges can not be required to attend in-serving training. Training is always voluntary, making it difficult to reach out to judges that are not already interested in the subject.

Coming to the Model Law on rape, my answer would be that the Istanbul Convention and the standard set by the Council of Europe are a lot more detailed and a lot more specific in terms of wording than conventions at the global level. Within the Council of Europe which is composed of a relatively small and homogeneous group of 47 member states, where the majority (but not all) have a similar legal tradition, it is easier to achieve a higher level of specificity when it comes to the obligations and this is the approach of the Istanbul Convention. The Convention sets out the behaviors that must be criminalized and if we look at the criminal law section, it is already quite detailed, but how exactly national provisions are worded, that is up to the member states. I don't think there would be a lot of acceptance among the member states if GREVIO would issue a model of legislation at this stage. Maybe at the end of the Baseline Evaluation Procedure if GREVIO’s findings show that most state parties struggle with the right approach, then there might be enough reasons to say that there is a fundamental problem with the level of understanding and the level of implementation in relation to Article 36 that additional help would be required. At this stage, with four evaluation reports published, it would be too early for such a step. Although this may indicate that it will, take much more time, I would like to highlight another important point: there is a lot of discussion underway among the member states because many demonstrate a high degree of good will when it comes implementing the Istanbul Convention. They are interested in finding out how others do it so there is a lot of discussion at different levels between state parties to share good examples of implementation of specific provisions of the Convention. This might not be very visible, but there is a high degree of interest in sharing experiences and learning from each other.
Rachele Daffara: Thank you very much for your exhaustive answer. My second question instead is about Article 54 of the Convention. Article 54 of the Istanbul Convention provides that “Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that, in any civil or criminal proceedings, evidence relating to the sexual history and conduct of the victim shall be permitted only when it is relevant and necessary”. Of course this article is extremely important in terms of avoiding the questioning of victim credibility during the investigation and prosecution phases. Even though GREVIO has clearly stated in every single Baseline Evaluation Report that “for the sake of brevity, the report prioritizes some provisions over others” and therefore “it does not present detailed assessments and conclusions on every provision”, the degree of state compliance with Article 54 has not been evaluated. Why is that? Is there any particular other reason? Don’t you think that taking it into proper account this Article and evaluate state compliance with it might have contributed to better access the level of pervasiveness of RMA and of the phenomenon of secondary victimization and victim blaming at the European level?

Johanna Nelles: In its evaluation reports, GREVIO aims at a thematic structure in Chapter V and VI. Under the heading of sexual violence, the relevant criminal law provisions of this form of violence are being discussed, while in Chapter VI, issues regarding the investigation and prosecution of sexual violence and rape cases are discussed. Together, they offer sufficient room to discuss any issues to do with the poor handling of rape cases, and this would include questioning in relation to a victim's sexual history. The aim is to group everything together, rather than having too many different headings. It was not an attempt to leave it out but to avoid another heading. It is also important to note that it is very difficult to verify and evaluate properly this provision because in order for GREVIO to do that it would mean exchanging with a sufficiently large number of judges to examine their approaches and case law. Examining national case law in national languages is at a level of detail that GREVO cannot realistically achieve. Instead, GREVIO researches into any academic studies that may have examined national case law on rape and sexual violence, where available.

Rachele Daffara: Thank you very much, I still have two more questions.
Going back to something that we have already highlighted before, which is the tendency well shared by all the countries evaluated by GREVIO to concentrate efforts to eradicate and to respond almost exclusively to cases of domestic violence, GREVIO has used the words "evident disparity between the level of protection and support reserved to victims of domestic violence and to victims of other types of violence". Beside highlighting this tendency during the evaluation process, what has been GREVIO’s practical response? Is there any action, any initiative or activity that GREVIO or the Council of Europe have already programmed or implemented in order to make the countries to understand that yes, it is great to fight against domestic violence, but that all the other forms of gender-based violence deserve equal attention?

Johanna Nelles: GREVIO's mandate is limited to monitoring the implementation of the Istanbul Convention, which means it does not program projects or activities in member states of the Council of Europe. This is the prerogative of the Equality Division of the Council of Europe, which implements co-operation projects in a range of member states, including states that haven't yet ratified the Convention to help them ratify it in the future. Our colleagues responsible for this work are aware of the dominance of domestic violence and, as a result, seek to ensure the national authorities’ understanding that the Istanbul Convention is not only on domestic violence but that it requires implementation in relation to all forms of gender-based violence such as sexual violence and rape for example. In the case of Austria it is interesting to note that the Government, in its comments on the report of GREVIO, have accepted GREVIO’s finding that most policy attention has focused on domestic violence. This is a good example of how the work of GREVIO can have an impact.

Rachele Daffara: And the last question, as I said before and as I have argued in my research by resorting to the Ethics of Care, building “caring societies” entails fostering societies based on the existence of caring relations between their interdependent members that become actively involved in ensuring all people’s needs will be met and all people’s rights will be guaranteed and respected. So in your opinion, to what extent has the Istanbul Convention contributed in creating a “European caring society” in which female rape survivors’ rights to access the justice system and to be equally treated and protected by the law have been recognized and effectively guaranteed?
Johanna Nelles: The Istanbul Convention is the most important starting point to achieve that goal because it sets legally binding standards on how to treat rape victims and deal with their cases and on how to properly investigate and prosecute these crimes. Nevertheless, in terms of implementation I think we cannot speak of a "caring society" yet because it does not seem that to date we are at that level and there is a lot of work that still has to be done. As GREVIO publishes more and more evaluation reports, the spotlight will be on the fact that this is a big issue. Also, the #Me Too campaigns that have emerged at the national level are greatly helping. The testimonies and stories which women and girls in so many countries have shared publicly constitute the evidence that we need to show that this is a really big problem. The Istanbul Convention provides the legal standards that are needed to ensure such acts are prevented, and where they did happen, that women and girls feel believed and supported and can go through with a case. Taken together, these two are big drivers for change. The four evaluations by GREVIO have shown that we are not quite there yet the system is working to some extent, but it needs to be improved.
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